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Four  
left
 
in SJSU
 
V.P.  
race  
By Jana 
Seshadri
 
Spartan  
Daily  Staff 
Writer 
As the final 
candidate  for 
the vice 
president
 of Student
 Affairs 
prepares  for 
her
 public 
forums
 with the
 campus 
community  
on
 
Tuesday, the
 person 
acting
 in the 
position  has 
withdrew his 
name 
from 
contention.  
St. S. Saffold,
 acting vice 
president  for 
Student  Affairs,
 an alum-
nus 
and a faculty
 member 
who has 
worn
 many 
different  hats 
on 
campus, 
has  taken his 
name  out of 
the  race for 
"personal  
reasons."
 
"I certainly 
have
 enjoyed the 
position to 
this
 point," Saffold
 said. 
"My decision
 to withdraw
 is for ... 
professional  
reasons."  
Three 
out of four 
of
 the candidates
 have already
 addressed the
 
campus
 community
 in student
 and faculty
 forums. 
The last vice 
president for 
Student  Affairs 
candidate,  
Monica
 
Rascoe,
 will speak 
on
 Tuesday 
from  11:30 
a.m,
 to noon 
in the 
Engineering 
Building  Room 
189. 
Saffold was 
appointed to 
the position 
in August 1995
 by 
President
 Robert Caret
 and  initially 
was supposed 
to hold the posi-
tion 
until  the end 
of
 the 1995-96 
school year. 
"But, since
 the president
 was relatively
 new to the 
campus, he 
requested
 me to stay 
on for 
another
 year," 
Saffold
 said. "I 
did  not 
accept 
the position 
with  the idea or 
intent of 
pursuing
 the perma-
nent 
appointment."
 
Saffold said 
he took up die 
position initially
 because the 
feeling 
See  
Saffold,
 page 4 
Work  
day 
enjoyed
 
by 
youth
 
Daughters
 go with
 parents
  
By Andy 
W. Ho 
Spartan 
tinily Staff
 Writer 
Wednesday, Elena
 VANUCZ was 
studying
 the Italian 
Renaissance  
in
 her social 
studies
 class at 
Britton
 Middle 
School.
 
On 
Thursday,  the Seventh
 grader fielded 
parking  problems for 
San Jose State
 University commuters
 at the Seventh 
Street
 Garage 
office of 
Traffic and 
Parking r, 
Operations.
 
The I2 -year
-old  joined her 
moth-
er, Yolanda 
Castro -Vasquez, at 
work 
as 
part  of last week's Take 
Your 
Daughter 
to Work Day. 
Castro -
Vasquez,
 a citation collection
 coordi-
nator, is 
responsible  for working 
out  
fines, parking
 permits and 
answering
 
questions
 at the window 
of
 the Trafffi 
and 
Parking  Operations
 office. 
"I observed the people that 
come  
to the window and on the plume and 
how people here 
have to have a lot of 
patience." Elena said.
 "They have a 
lot of 
patience  to take time and 
explain to all these
 people what they 
need
 to 
do 
even if they have to repeat 
Fier 
mother  said, "This 
year, I 
said, 'OK, 
Elena,  you cats 
come if you 
want to come,' 
and she just jumped 
at
 the chance. 'Die more 
posi 
tive environments you
 
expose
 the kids to,
 the more choices they 
have." 
As part 
of 
performing  
some
 of her mother's
 duties, 
Elena 
See Daughters, page 4 
The 
more  
positive  
environments 
you 
expose  
the  kids 
to,
 
the 
more 
choices
 they 
have."
 
 Yolanda 
Castro -Vasquez, 
citation 
collector  
Using
 
military  money  
Students
 can
 get credit, experience 
with  
GI Bill 
By Andrew 
W. Davis 
Spartan 
Daily  Staff Writer 
These
 days,
 credit-card 
bills,  student loan
 pay-
ments and
 a myriad of 
other  financial 
drains  
await the 
newly  graduated 
as they enter 
the 
job 
market  with 
nothing  more 
than education
 and 
bills to 
offer  
potential
 employers.
 
An 
increasing  
number  of 
students  are 
finding 
other ways 
to not only 
afford  their 
education  but 
attain 
valuable 
on-the-job  
experience
 while 
carrying  
a full load 
of
 classes. 
"I didn't do 
it for the 
money,"  said 
Jeff
 Mandl, a 
USMC  lance 
corporal
 and SJSU 
engineering  stu-
dent. "But it 
sure 
beats
 slaving away at 
a regular part-time 
job." 
Joining  the armed 
forces as 
an active -
duty 
soldier
 is a full 
time task. 
Several 
service 
branches
 
offer 
concurrent
 
enrollment  
programs
 
designed 
to allow
 
full-time 
soldiers to 
get 
college 
degrees,  
but that 
requires  the 
same near
-24 hour 
commitment that a 
full-time
 job and full 
class load 
require.  
As an 
alternative,
 
all branches 
of the 
I 
didn't 
do it 
for
 the 
money.
 
But it 
sure 
beats
 
slaving  
away
 at a 
regular
 
part-time
 job." 
 Jeff Mandl, 
SJSU  
engineering
 
student 
military have
 designed io allow the 
retention of a 
large number of 
qualified, trained people should the 
military need 
them without the added governmen-
tal
 expense of keeping them full time.
 In a sense, 
they are keeping 
these 
people in 
reserve,  so 
that's
 
exactly
 what they call it. 
"I
 wanted to finish school and 
get my engineer 
Mg degree
 but I knew that regular 
enlistment would 
nsean that 
couldn't  happen for 
years,"
 Mandl said. 
"With the
 reserves I can get the 
benefits and expert 
ence from 
the Marines Mid 
attend
 school Al the 
same
 time." 
Jeff Mandl listens for a communication link to 
other  Hawk missile launchers, 
one 
of
 
which  can 
be
 seen behind 
him,
 at the 
Marine 
armory in 
Hayward.  One 
Jett 
Mandl  stud-
ies 
his notes in 
preparation for a 
100W in-class 
composition
 
assignment.
 
Mandl  is a
 
full-time 
SJSU engineering 
student and has 
chosen to make a 
six -year commit-
ment to the
 Marine 
reserves to help 
him pay
 for col-
lege. 
Each branch of the military manages its reserve 
units differently, but all brandies share many 
basic  
benefits. In addition to the usual military pay 
and 
benefits are programs
 like the Reserve Montgomery 
G1
 bill. 
This federal bill offers a total of $7,124, paid in 
monthly installments, 
that  can be applied towards 
colter or vocational 
training. Full-time students 
(those
 
taking
 12 or more 
units)  
receive $197 per 
month lor up to 36 months while on reserve duty. 
I liri.t. quarter time students (9-12
 units) get $148 
See Reserve, page 5 
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weekend a month Mandl is lance corporal Mandl of the Marine Light Anti-aircraft 
Mr.,;ile  Battalion, Charley Battery 
Suicide
 attempt 
fails 
'Stressed' student 
threatens to kill self 
By Andrew W. Davis 
Spartan Daily Staff 
Writer
 
A woman, 
allegedly  overwhelmed by 
stress, threatened 
to jump from the sec-
ond floor of the 
Tenth  Street Garage 
on April 21, police said.
 
University  Police 
responded
 to the 
apparent 
suicide  attempt after 
receiving  a call from 
the unidentified 
woman's
 boyfriend. 
The 
man,
 whose
 
identity 
was  not revealed by 
police, 
told  authorities his 
girlfriend
 had repeated-
ly 
hit  herself and that 
she had said
 she
 
would "see 
him in 
heaven." 
He also 
told  police his girlfriend
 was allegedly 
found "sdmol,
 family and her life 
very
 stressful" 
and that she had been "thinking of 
jumping
 from
 a building
 all day." 
The woman fled the garage before 
police arrived,  hut she was located 
an
 
hour later after she called her boyfriend 
from a pay phone at the intersection of 
Bascom and 
Stokes avenues. 
Campus police officers went to the 
woman's 
location  
where they took 
her 
into cust,idy. She was
 
then transported 
to Santa 
i 
lara Valley Medical Center to 
undergo a 72 -hour psychiatric evaluation. 
Alleged abuse outside The Artist
 concert 
Police responded 
to a spousal abuse call on
 
the 
third floor of
 
the Seventh 
Street Garage to find 
See Briefs, page 4 
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Group
 
homes
 
may  
be 
ousted  
By 
Scan  
toff!),  
Soil rut
 britiv 
Staff  
Writer
 
r its' and ( :ininly
 officials are working 
to tighten 
regulations 
on San Jose's drug 
and alcohol 
rehabili-
tation hinnes. 
In the process sonic 
group  homes may 
Ise forced
 
unit 
of business. Officials are
 reacting to 
complaints  by those 
neighboring  such group 
homes. 
"The 
site
 has
 been working on 
a draft ordinance 
that the 
lir
 
C 
ssuinol 
initiated to refine
 how 
the city 
regulates 
group homes," 
I pal Planner 
Stan 
Ketchum
 said. 
Ketchum 
said a new 
county
 certification
 ordi-
nance passed 
by the Santa Clara 
County
 Board 
of 
Supervisors two 
weeks ago 
should
 make
 a 
difference
 
in 
neighborhood
 
relations with 
group 
homes. 
"We 
hope that 
certification
 will 
alleviate
 home 
See 
Group 
home,
 page
 5 
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SJSU
 should not 
support  textbook 
price
 
gouging
 
raditionally, it has been the cable, 
gas and utility companies
 that have 
gouged the 
public with unfair, 
biased
 prices. 
Now 
it
 seems
 
the latest price gouging 
is 
going 
on
 right in SJSU's 
backyard
  37 
publishers and distributors
 of textbooks for 
the Spartan
 Bookstore arc among the 44 
being investigated by the 
National  
Association of College 
Stores for assigning 
different prices 
for books to college stores 
than those set for retail stores. 
Margo 
Shaltz
 Blotz, legal 
counsel
 for 
NACS, said, "Small 
publishers  know that 
they have
 a captive audience 
in college 
bookstores,
 and this is the way to 
make  
money." It's time
 college bookstores stand
 
up
 and walk out of that assembly 
of book-
sellers, who arc insistent
 in
 
operating with 
opportunistic greed. 
The Spartan 
Bookstore  should insist 
on 
purchasing textbooks
 from the discount -
Drunken
 driver
 license 
plate 
threatens
 rights 
on
 the surface, 
Senate  Bill 108 seems like a law 
worth passing. But 
beyond  its good intentions, it 
is redundant, a threat to civil liberties and weak 
in its projected impact on driving under the influence. 
Currently, before the 
California  Senate 
Transportation
 Committee, SB 108 would require indi-
viduals convicted of a second DUI charge to affix special 
license plates 
to their cars labeling them as such. 
Written by Sen. Raymond Haynes (R -Riverside), SB 
108 is ill-conceived legislation trying to fix something 
that isn't broken. As the law stands, conviction of a DUI 
offense results in the suspension or revocation of the 
offenders license as well as jail time and fines. Under the 
current legislation, DUI arrests have been steadily declin-
ing. In 1983 arrests totaled 
353,079, by 1993
 it was 
233,673, and by 
1995 it 
was  
down to 200,754. 
A declining rate of approxi-
mately 12,000 a year suggests 
the system works. Given that 
anyone convicted of two Dills 
is not allowed to drive legally, 
it would be pointless to issue 
them license plates. 
In terms 
of civil liberties, 
SB108 unfairly subjects citi-
zens to ridicule. However 
deplorable the crime of drunk-
en driving is, to label and publicly humiliate an individ-
ual after his or her dues have been paid is unfair and 
pushes the envelope of civil rights violations. This bill 
would also subject innocent family members who might 
drive the same car to undue ridicule as well. 
Looking  at other bills authored by Sen. Haynes, it 
seems he feels civil liberties are expendable. Two of his 
other bills include one that would penalize 
schools  with 
Ebonies programs  and one that would abolish voluntary 
intoxication as a defense for any crime. In contrast to the 
latter, the California Constitution states that " ... rele-
vant evidence shall not be excluded in any criminal pro-
ceeding." As a lawmaker, Haynes should be in touch with 
the civil rights of American citizens. 
T. further illustrate Haynes' questionability as a law-
maker, he is caught contradicting himself in regards to 
the harassing nature of this bill. In the bill's draft that was 
presented to the State Senate, he states the bill is not 
meant to humiliate those convicted of drunken driving 
but to 
make  others aware that these people are on the 
road. But in a 
press
 release he states, " perhaps the 
humiliation of wearing DUI license plates would be suf-
ficient 
to prevent someone from drunk driving." l'he 
credibility of this bill is reflected by that of its 
author's.
 
In terms of the impact it would have as a law, the 
results would be minimal. First to 
consider
 is that alco-
holism is a disease  and drunken 
driving
 one of its a symp-
toms.  Unfortunately, humiliation won't 
cure
 it. 
So weak is this bill that Officer Denis Rosario of the 
San Jose 
Police Department's Drunk Driving Division 
said, "A law like this won't help 
the general public." 
Rosario added that most people do not pay attention 
to other's plates while 
driving.  As far as aiding police, the 
proposed plates are not 
probable
 cause to pull an indi-
vidual over. With that in mind, the plates will have no 
effect on 
the  procedures now implemented by police. 
"A law like this would be used 
more as public ridicule 
than anything else," Rosario said. 
NB 108 is redundant and 
ill-conceived  in its essence. 
The current laws are statistically being proven to work. A 
law like SB 108 would be useless, and it dangerously 
questions
 our rights
 is 
free citizens. 
WRITER'S
 FORUM
 
By James
 S. 
Gunsalus 
lames S 
(junta/us
 is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Editorial 
Ertl:Mils' distributors that provide equal dis-
counts  at 
niss 
the  
board.
 
Currently, the 
Spartan Bookstore purchases from 37 of the 
44 distributors on the offender list, a ratio 
t hat is too high. 
SIM: should buy more textbooks from
 
distributors such as 
Ten Speed Press. Anna 
Erikson, Ten Speed's marketing and sales 
coordinator,  
said
 her company
 will adjust 
their 
discount  rate from a 
flat  25 percent dis-
count, to a flat 
47
 percent discount
 for every 
order 
over  10 books. 
Publishers  Career 
Press
 
Publishing 
and Open Court
 Publishing
 are 
going to follow 
in Ten Speed's 
footsteps  by 
changing
 their pricing 
policies.  
Someone
 needs 
to
 do some 
number  
crunching of 
SJSU's 
bookstore
 books and 
determine  exactly 
how much of the
 ripped -
off profits should
 be rebated to 
students. 
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Rebates  
need 
to
 go 
directly  
to 
students.
 
The 
Student  
Union 
Board 
of 
Directors
 
decides  
each
 year 
how  
much
 of the 
surplus 
money 
gathered
 at the
 end 
of
 the 
year
 by 
bookstores
 can 
be divvied
 up among
 projects
 
or 
scholarships  
on
 campus.
 SJSU 
should  
make
 sure the
 pool of 
surplus  
funds
 available
 
to
 go back to 
students is 
larger.  
SJSU 
needs  to 
be
 the 
example
 
across
 the 
nation of 
not backing
 these 
price gouging
 
textbook 
distributors. 
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of whom ran 
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License
 
plate
 
provides
 
added
 
driving
 
safety  
California
 State
 Sen. 
Ray  
Haynes
 (R
-Riverside)
 is 
attempting,
 to pass
 a bill that
 will 
require
 drivers
 
who have 
been  convicted 
of their 
second
 driving 
under 
the influence
 offense 
to affix a 
special  
license
 plate 
to their 
vehicle.  The 
plate  will be 
red with 
white  
numer-
als, and
 the letters
 "DUI" 
will  adorn 
the
 side for 
all to 
see. 
Some
 people may
 feel this is 
an infringement
 of their 
privacy.
 Too bad. 
Such a plate 
should be 
applied  after 
the first 
drunken
 driving 
offense 
instead
 of their 
second. 
It would
 not cause 
harm if they 
passed a law 
that 
nullified 
the privilege
 of driving 
to people 
who receive 
their  first 
DUI.
 It would 
make
 the roads 
safer  and even 
clear 
up traffic. 
Drunken  drivers
 should not 
get sympa-
thy. 
They
 sacrifice 
their  rights 
willingly
 
when they 
get  behind 
the wheel after
 drinking, and 
they  do so by 
choice;  victims 
have no choice. 
Currently, 
people  arrested 
for DUI
 will have their license 
taken away.
 In light of this, the 
application  of a 
special
 plate 
seems gratuitous 
because, after 
two DUls, it 
is
 safe to assume 
they
 will not regain their
 dri-
ving  privilege for a long time. 
However, the 
privilege is 
often reinstated 
years later, 
and there 
is no guarantee 
this bad habit will
 not return. 
We
 put our lives in 
the hands of every 
driver. We 
realize
 automobile 
accidents
 area huge cause
 of death in 
our country,
 and drunken drivers
 are a significant fac-
tor. DUI 
arrests have been 
declining approximately
 
12,000  per year, but 
this  does not mean 
there  still is not 
a problem. The 
Department of 
Motor  Vehicles esti-
mates that nearly
 60,000 drivers would 
be subject to this 
bill annually which is 
roughly one-third the number of 
arrests for DUI based 
on the current trend. 
Special plates would
 allow motorists to compensate 
for drivers who
 have obviously used poor judgment in 
the past. The plates issued 
to people with two previous 
DUls are no doubt embarrassing, much like a modern 
version of a dunce cap. It may be an infringement
 on 
individual privacy to 
announce personal information in 
this manner, but driving is 
not  a right, it is a privilege. 
Just as 
drivers
 do not have the freedom to drive down 
the wrong side of the road, they cannot hide their
 dan-
gerous driving history behind the 
Constitution.  If you 
do not want a plate like this 
on
 your car, there is a sim-
ple solution:
 Don't drive after drinking alcohol. 
If you are not confident in your 
ability to assess 
whether you
 have had too much, be conservative and do 
not take the risk. Do not expect the public to respect 
your discomfort. We are more 
interested  in preserving 
the lives of 
responsible
 drivers. 
Officials proposing the bill are optimistic that the 
threat of having such a humiliating plate might keep 
some potential drunken drivers from getting into the 
car. It would 
be nice if this were true, but really, intox-
icated people willing to risk their car, their life and their 
very 
future are not going to think twice about the risk of 
having a 
bright  red license plate. 
The bill would allow 
people  to avoid other drivers 
that are proven risks. Drivers
 could switch lanes when 
they are next to a  car with bright 
red plates. At intersec-
tions, drivers could 
realize  that the speeding car with the 
bright red plate may not 
stop at the red light, and 
per  
haps they would act accordingly. 
Nobody  
can 
provide  a 
good  reason
 drivers 
who are 
nonchalantly
 threatening
 our lives
 should be 
allowed to 
do so in secrecy. 
WRITER'S  
FORUM
 
By Sean 
off.ey  
Sean  (.'nffey
 as a 
Spartan 
Daily 
Staff 
Writer.  
Letters  to the Editor 
ed. 
I dare you 
to find 
me another 
student 
group  on 
campus
 that can 
boast 
siinh 
overwhelming
 
interest  
in student 
life. You know,
 the 
baseball 
tearn is 
having  an 
out-
standing  
stason;  thcy 
deserve 
more exposure.
 
Stink
 to what 
you 
know,
 and 
stop 
vvasting  our 
MC. 
Ramon
 
Castellano
 
I 
luman  
Performance
 
Columnist  not
 an 
expert
 
on 
Greeks;
 views 
biased  
LI)* poor 
Journalism
 
when
 
a person like Dustin
 
lickell,  "SJSU 
Greek 
system
 is 
iike." has
 nothing 
better  to do 
hot write
 about a 
poor  experience
 
he had 
while  pledging. 
I guess the rest of the
 world is 
supposed to 
feel  his pain and take 
his side 
and console him 
until  his 
pain is all gone. 
Mr. Shekell 
thinks  that 
because he 
went
 through a couple 
weeks 
of pledging and a  
couple 
had experiences that he is an 
expert
 and 
this is 
all the
 Greek 
system 
is 
Ab011t.
 100 
had 
we
 have 
writers
 that 
do
 not 
go
 out 
and get 
the 
facts 
and  then 
write 
about 
the  
subject
 at 
hand. 
I 
would  like 
to ask 
Mr. 
Shekell
 
just  
who  is 
running  
the 
student
 
body.
 I do 
believe
 the 
SJSU  ticket
 
won
 and 
that 
close 
to
 all 
of
 those
 
people
 
belong
 
to
 the 
Greek
 sys-
tem. 
The  real
 tragedy
 is 
most  of 
the 
people 
that 
care 
about  
SJSU 
are in 
the 
Greek 
system.
 
As
 fist 
only 
50
 Greeks
 being
 at 
football
 games,
 
obviously
 
as
 sports
 
editor  he 
has 
not 
looked  
in the 
stands  
to sec 
close 
to
 200 
or 
more
 
Greeks  
supporting
 
SJSU  
football.
 
I also 
would
 like
 to 
thank 
Mr. 
Shekell
 for
 the 
great  
stereotype
 of 
the
 
"obnoxiously
 
drunk  
guy  with
 
the 
Greek  
letters 
on 
his  
sweat-
shirt." 
This 
just 
goes
 to 
show  
peo-
ple 
will 
believe  
anything
 
they
 see 
on
 TV.
 
I 
just 
hope
 
people
 who
 read 
this 
paper  
are 
smart  
enough  
to 
realize  
that  Mr.
 Shekell
 does
 not 
know  
what  he 
is talking
 about
 and 
should 
stick 
to 
being  the 
sports
 
editor,  
not  a 
Greek  
system
 
basher.
 
Vince
 
Randazzo
 
Human
 
Performance
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Fraternity  hosts blood 
drive
 
Delta Sigma Pi, the
 professional co-ed 
business  fra-
ternity, joined 
forces
 with the Arnold
 Air Society and
 
the 
Stanford  Blood Center 
to hold a Blood Drive
 at 
SJSU
 today and Tuesday
 from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m.  in the 
Student Union Loma Prieta 
Room. Please call 
Mike
 at 
(408)
 
559-419":.  tt (408) 
388-1946  
for  additional 
information. 
Bible study with the ministry 
The Catholic Campus Ministry will hold their 
Bible study group today horn 3 p.m.
 to 4 p.m. The 
study will be 
held  at John XXIII 
Center,
 located across 
from
 SJSU Theatre. 
For  those who are 
interested.  
please call Father Dave at 938-1610. 
Daily Mass held today 
The  Catholic Campus 
Ministry  will hold their 
daily  
Mass  from 12:05 p.m. to 12:30 
p.m.  For those inter-
ested in attending, please meet 
at
 John XXIII Center 
located across 
from the SJSU 
Theatre.  Please call 
Ginny at 938-1610 
for additional 
information.
 
Compiled by 
Melanie Balangue
 
Spartan 
Daily  Staff 
Writer
 
3 
V.P. 
stresses
 
technology
 
By Dennis 
Knight  
Spartan  Daily Staff 
Writer 
Apple's Executive
 Vice President 
of Operations, George 
M.
 Scalise. 
said he would try
 not to make his 
speech to SJSU
 students Thursday
 
sound like a 
commercial  for his com-
pany, but if it did, he asked those 
in 
attendance to 
forgive
 him. 
By the looks of 
things, all was for-
given. 
Scalise, a 
member
 of Apple's exec-
utive leadership
 team, talked about 
how technology has 
changed
 the look 
of 
the American classroom, and how
 
Apple has been a major 
factor  in that 
change.
 
About 
30 students and faculty
 
members wer: present for 
the  speech 
held 
in
 the Engineering 
Building.  
Most 
were  members of Mei-Yan 
Lu's  
instructional
 technology 
class titled 
"Micro 
Computers  in 
Education."  
The 
majority
 of those in 
attendance  
aspire to be teachers in the 
K-12
 grade 
level.  
At the 
end of the talk,
 those in 
"Kids  like 
colorful,  
easy
-to -use 
stuff, and 
that's  
what
 we 
have
 to bring
 into 
the  
classroom
 if 
we expect
 them to 
learn it." 
 Christa Leitzinger, liberal 
studies
 major 
attendance 
moved  to the 
front
 of the 
room to 
get  a closer look 
at Apple's 
new 
eMate 
300,
 a four
-pound  
portable
 computer 
designed  for use in 
the 
K-12
 classroom.
 
Apple's Web site 
says the eMate 
300 
"combines  the 
most
-used func-
tions  of a personal 
computer  and the 
flexibility
 of a mobile 
computer with 
the 
ability  to interact 
with desktop 
units,  servers, and 
the Internet. 'This
 
allows
 students to 
do
 most of their 
critical
 work wherever
 they happen 
to 
be
 - in a lab, 
classroom,  on a 
field
 trip, 
or 
at home  
while  still taking 
Orators
 
bring
 literature to life 
By William Jeske 
Spartan  Mil) Feutures Editor
 
Once upon 
a Friday night 
in the 
Hal Todd Studio
 in Hugh Gillis 
Hall,  
nine storytellers vied 
to win the 98th 
Annual 
Kaucher/Mitchell
 Storytelling
 
Festival.
 
These six 
women and three
 men 
were
 selected from the 
34
 storytellers 
who 
competed in the 
April  21 prelim-
inary. 
A few
 
minutes past 
7 p.m. Friday, 
Egan
 Shulz, last year's
 winner took 
center
 
stage
 to host the 
evening's  
finals. 
Shulz  had performed 
a scene from 
novelist  John Steinbeck's
 "Of Mice 
and Men."
 Last 
year's  
Kaucher/Mitchell  event 
was for oral 
interpretation. 
Traditionally,  the 
event was 
only  for oral 
interpretation,
 
in which participants
 read from pre-
pared scripts
 as they 
perform.  The 
1996
 event centered around
 the cam-
pus
-wide theme  
of recognizing 
Steinbeck's 
contribution  
to
 working 
class 
America. 
Shulz opened 
with an unan-
nounced yell, 
explaining it was to 
release tension. He 
then offered the 
audience 
to
 release tension in 
similar 
fashion. Only one 
person in  the back 
took the offer.
 
Shulz 
hosted
 similarly to Jay 
Leno 
and introduced 
honorary storyteller,
 
Bill Amatneek. 
Amatneek donned 
an
 intricately 
designed
 banjo and 
began  telling a 
story about the 
late
 Grateful Dead 
lead 
singer,  Jerry 
Garcia  and how 
Amatneek  came 
to meet him on 
three 
occasions.
 Amatneek 
began by stating
 
that Garcia 
had once played
 in a blue-
grass
 hand and 
played  a 5
-string
 
banjo. 
The first 
storyteller  to compete 
was  
'Tyr 
Rodriguez  who 
performed  the 
c hildren's 
story.  "The 
Clown
 of God," 
by 
Tom  De Paola. 
Rodriguez 
portrayed  several 
char-
acters revolving 
around  a poor Italian 
boy 
named  Giovanni 
who's only skill 
was he could 
juggle. The 
story follows 
Giovanni's
 life from 
begging  for 
food
 
to his
 joining a traveling
 circus to his 
success  in 
entertaining  
royalty and 
dignitaries.
 
Giovanni's  signature rou-
tine was to 
juggle  several 
brightly col-
ored 
balls,
 one of 
which  was 
gold,  
seemingly
 like a 
sun in a 
rainbow.  
Following 
Rodriguez 
was Mike 
Barletta.
 
performing
 
"Off the 
Map"  
by Rex Dolphin.
 Barletta chose
 to 
conduct his
 performance 
sitting
 on a 
stool and 
letting
 his staggered,
 monot-
one voice 
carry  the story. 
Barletta
 told 
die first -person 
story  of an Irish 
travel-
er who 
would go to 
bars  and scare 
away
 the patrons 
whenever  he men-
tioned  he had 
been to the
 town of 
Lynchburg. 
The third 
storyteller  WAS Jennise 
Gomez who
 also told a 
children's
 
story titled 
"There's  a Nightmare 
in 
My Closet," 
by
 Mercer Mayer.
 
Utilizing
 most 
of the stage to walk
 
about, 
Gomez  con-
vincingly portrayed 
a child who's 
closet
 
was 
inhabited
 by a 
nightmare.
 After 
going 
through  the 
motions of 
childish 
terror, Gomez 
holds her night-
mare at bay 
at the 
end of her 
bed with 
a toy 
gun.
 
Next was Pira 
Tritasavit, the only 
other performer 
than
 Amatneek 
who accompanied 
their  story with a 
"Oral
 
interpretation
 
involves a 
respect 
for the 
author
 and an 
appreciation
 for 
the 
literature."  
 
Beverly
 
Mathis
-
Swanson
 
drama instructor 
musical  instru-
ment. From an audience's
 point of 
view. Tritasavit's guitar seemed 
over-
size compared to 
his small frame. 
What  wasn't small was the 
audience's  
applause
 when he finished telling 
"Watch  the Lamb" by Ray Bohr 
Boltz's story is told from the point of 
view Simon and 
his son's. Simon was 
ordered by a soldier to assist Jesus 
when lie was carrying his cross to be 
crucified. 
Next came Grace Chavez to 
tell,  
"A 
Sandpiper
 to Bring You Joy," 
by 
Mary Sherman Hilbert. Chavez mas-
terfully switched 
characters
 from a dis-
traught adult 
woman  and a gleeful, 
curious 6 -year
-old girl. The bitter-
sweet 
slice -of -life follows A grieving 
woman who meets a talkative girl on a 
beach. At 
one  point the girl asks 
question about 
pain  in death and the 
woman reacts
 curtly and leaves. 'The 
woman returns a month
 later to the 
girl's home only to learn the girl had 
died a week earlier 
of leukemia. 
To take the 
evening along A spooky
 
bend was SIACi Daley who told the tra-
ditional  ghost story, "The Golden 
Arm " 
Free
 Consultation 
with  this Ad 
Acne itnd 
Scar 
Treatment Center 
Fast
 ResultsNo Drugs 
Affordable 
408-257-5481  
La 
Rose  Skin 
Care 
Before 
Cupertino  
Medical At 
Professional
 Center 
10311 S. De An/ii Blvd. #4 
After 
SAVVY
 
CITRUS
 
Stylish  Blend of 
Pineapple & 
Orange  Juice, 
Strawberries  & 
Bananas  
2for 1 
(.(I
 a [Ku
 
11111001ilie
 
Of 
toffee
 drink 
when you 
buy one 
at 
regular  price
 with 
this ad' 
I 
atpit, 
May  
"Over  30 Smoothie Flavors 
Wheatgrass  
'Fruit 
Juices  
'Full Espresso
 Bar 
*Salads 
'Sandwiches 
Gaffe Zucco 
74 South First Street 
(408) 
297-9777
 
(ken 'till midruiht 
"From  
Juice 
to 
Jiva"  
Daley placed herself in the story as 
a boy's younger 
sister. The siblings 
conspire to steal 
an old woman's gold-
en arm 
from her grave. Upon getting 
it and bolting home 
in A fit of terror, 
they 
hear  "Where's my golden 
arm?" 
wafting 
after them. 
Nancy K. McLain 
employed her 
love for dogs to 
tell  what was nowhere 
near a shaggy 
dog  story. 
Hachiko" was 
an Akita breed 
who accompanied his 
master to the 
train station in 
1925 Japan. 
The
 master was 
an instructor at the 
University
 
of 
Tokyo.  Everyday, 
lachiko would go 
to the train station 
to 
see  Isis master off 
and would wait at 
the 
station for him 
to
 return. One day, 
lie didn't and 
lachiko waited 10 
years in vain for 
his 
master to return. 
fachiko died but 
his loyalty didn't 
go 
unnoticed.  A statue 
was erected 
at
 the 
spot die Akita wait-
ed for all 
those  
years. 
Next was LAMA AVM perfOrtilin 
"The Shoemaker's (;ift." The Chinese 
folktale followed a 
shoemaker who 
had tailored MI eXCellefli pilir Or
 
lutist 
trig boots,
 which 
he decided 
would  
best be given AS a gift to a king. The 
shoemaker encounters three greedy 
guards who demand that they receive 
one-third of the king's reward in order 
for the shoemaker to 
progress
 to 
throne room. Upon delivering the 
boots, the king reluctantly bestows the 
shoemaker with his reward: 99 blows 
with a hard, wooden stick. 
Closing the finals with another 
children's story was Taunia LaCroix 
performing "Corduroy," by Don 
Freeman. LaCroix placed herself in 
the title 
role of a toy bear who 
at
 night 
roams around ill A department store. 
After a 30 minute intermission fin 
the judges to determine who would 
receive the $100 prize. event IOW& 
Date: 
Time:
 
Place:
 
nator and drama instructor Beverly 
Mathis -Swanson 
announced  the win-
ner: Tyr Rodriguez. 
Now that 
Rodriguez
 has won die 
Kaucher/Mitchell event as a story-
telling format, he can never compete 
in the storytelling format 
again. He 
may however compete when it is the 
oral interpretation format. 
"Oral interpretation involves a 
respect for the author and an appreci-
ation for
 
the literature," Mathis -
Swanson said. "Storytelling is when 
you make the story your own. You 
develop your own characters and 
make them bigger 
than It's more 
from your heart." 
For several years, the event was iso-
lated to oral interpretation 
when 
instructor Dorothy Kaucher 
intro-
duced it to the theater department, 
Mathis -Swanson said. !Candler 
retired in the 1950s and died in 1972. 
The eVerit was  then 
coordinated  by 
Noreen Mitchell until she retired in 
1984.  
Mathis -Swanson said the format 
changed in 1995 to a 
storytelling
 
event. Now, when the annual event 
comes 
around, it will either alternate 
front oral interpretation or storytelling 
or on whether either the storytelling 
and 
oral interprridmin
 
lasses ire-
being taught that
 NM,
 
itl,ir Spring 
semester. 
advantage
 of the multimedia and 
information  access tools available in 
schools." 
'These aspects of the 
Apple  product 
were outlined in Scalise's 
talk, but 
those on 
hand  didn't see it as com-
mercial overkill. 
"I feel that they
 (Apple) are really 
focusing on 
education.  Kids like col-
orful, easy
 to use stuff, and that's 
what
 we have to bring into
 
the 
class-
room 
if
 
we expect them to learn it," 
Christa
 Leitzinger, a senior 
liberal 
studies major, said. 
"Apple 
understands
 the needs of 
the 
educator and 
the students,"
 
Scalise said. 
"One third of 
all  classes 
will have
 Internet access
 by the end of 
1996-1997."
 
Describing
 the eMate 
300,
 Scalise 
called 
it "a product 
designed for 
edu-
cation by 
educators.  We 
needed
 it to 
be 
affindable 
and  it turns 
out  the 
eMate is an 
$800 product."
 
Scalise
 urged 
the students
 to "put 
an 
emphasis  on 
learning  
how
 to selec-
tively use 
technology 
as a tool
 to facil-
itate 
learning." 
A 
short 
demonstration  
of the 
eMate 
300 followed
 the 
speech, and
 
the audience
 seemed
 impressed
 by the 
product's
 capabilities.
 
"Apple 
still has a 
strong 
commit-
ment  to 
education  
and 
important
 
new products
 in the 
education  
arena.
 
These 
products
 reflect 
the input 
of
 
educators  
themselves,  
so Apple
 is 
effectively 
responding 
to the needs 
of 
educators.
 In that 
sense,  they've 
strengthened 
their 
partnership
 with 
education,"
 Ludwig 
Mayer,  an SJSU 
chemistry
 professor. said.
 
Bombing
 victims
 talk 
through  
Web  sites
 
OKLAHOMA  
CITY
 (AP)  E-
mail messages from around the 
nation give Janet Walker and other 
bombing victims' 
relatives as well as 
survivors the strength to endure 
Timothy McVeigh's trial.
 
"Every morning before attending 
the bombing trial I 
try to read your 
messages
 in our guest book." Mrs. 
Walker, whose 
husband,  David. 
died in the federal building bomb-
ing, wrote to well-wishers on the 
Internet 
Web page of Families and 
Survivors United. 
"Your precious words are
 SO 
appreciated. I will never forget the 
love that flows throughout the 
world on account of this tragedy,"
 
she 
wrote.  
"Never before have I been the 
recipient of such love and under-
standing," wrote Caye Allen, whose 
husband, Ted, was killed in the 
April 19, 1995, explosion. 
MIMI of the e-mail offers sympa-
thy, 
condolences  and prayers. 
"I remember the day Americans 
were forever changed," wrote Nancy 
Gould Ratliff of Omaha, Neb. "My 
mother and father often told us sto-
ries about where they were when 
the  
first man walked on the moon, 
when JFK, 
RFK  and Martin Luther 
King 
were shot. At nightfall on 
April 19, 1995, my children looked 
at me and asked 'Why?' What can 
we tell our children when 
their  faith 
in humankind has been shaken to 
the core?" 
Nicolle Kahl was a high school
 
junior in 
Isabel,
 S.D., on the day of 
the 
explosion. 
"I learned 
of the tragedy on the 
way to decorate for my junior prom. 
I can remember where I was, what I 
was eating and it is 
imprinted  in my 
mind," she 
wrote.
 
Ms.  Kahl said in an 
interview
 
that it was 
particularly
 frustrating to 
watch and 'not be able to do any-
thing but pray.' 
Wendi  Whitaker of Shelbourne, 
Vt., 
said she was drawn to the fami-
lies' Web site because the bombing 
seared 
the
 American psyche,
 much 
like the assassination of John F. 
Kennedy and the space 
shuttle
 
Challenger diplosion. 
"I wasn'i 
born 
when
 Kennedy 
was shot 
b,utT
 
think the bombing
 
rates right 
up
 there," Mrs. Whitaker
 
said. "Of
 all things, at least 
for  my 
generation.
 it's been the 
worst. It 
was
 heart -wrenching, so 
many lives 
affected
 by a certain person." 
ROLLER
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By
 
MSA  
4 
Daughters 
continued 
from  page 1 
answercil 
the phones and observed 
the 
customer  
window.
 
"There
 was A lady that Lame to
 the 
window and 
no matter how many 
times the people here 
tried  to explain 
to
 
her what
 WAS going to happen, she 
kept on 
asking and asking, 
Elena  
said. "So that's 
why I think that all 
these people have
 
a 
lot of patience." 
Elena said that because 
parking 
personnel had 
to
 be patient and 
because of all the
 paperwork, she was-
n't 
sure
 
it WAS what she wanted to 
do. 
"There are a lot 
of different 
careers that are out there and
 there'll 
be a lot more 
probably  when I gross 
up," Elena said. "I'm 
interested
 in thc 
past,  like during the Renaissance, and 
maybe being a 
paleontologist and 
finding out about the dinosaurs." 
Elena also said that
 SJSU is bigger 
than she remembers, but 
she's  not 
sure 
she wants to attend school here. 
"I've always heard of Stanford and 
Oxford and all the 
big ones, so San 
Jose State never 
really crossed my 
mind," 
Elena  said. 
Right: Elena Vasquez waves
 good-
bye through the 
window of the 
Seventh
 Street 
parking
 
office 
after  
spending the
 day with her mother 
Yolanda
 Castro-Vasquez 
Thursday.  
Saffold
 
continued 
from page 1 
of not wanting to disappoint others
 
outweighed his own aspirations
 for 
the position. 
Saffold
 said be set some 
objectives before he took up this tem-
porary 
position  and has come away 
feeling he 
accomplished  them. 
Within the past month, Salfold said 
he assessed in a final way what he 
wanted to do  and needed to do. 
"I am personally satisfied and I 
choose to
 
di ink that I helped lay some 
groundwork for A smooth transition," 
Saffold said. 
Sal fold said he is very much appre-
ciative  of the support of the African 
AmericanFaculty and Stall
 
Association  (AAFSA) but does not 
feel 
that
 his 
des 'slim to 
withdraw  had 
anything to 
do with t.ittirii, I limit, 
4?. 
  
Monday,
 
April  
28, 1997 
San Jose State 
University
 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
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Daffy  
AAFSA 
indicated  in a letter to 
the Spartan 
Daily on Apr. 21 that an 
unfavorable campus climate may have 
been a reason for Saffold's decision to 
withdraw.
 
Nehanda I mara, president of 
AAFSA and a student development 
specialist, said since we all live in a 
real world, the reality is that it's filled 
with social and political issues.  Even 
though
 Sal
 
fold cites personal reasons 
for his withdrawal, Imara said their 
letter to the 
editor  clearly sums up 
their feelings regarding
 this issue.
 
"There will always remain issues 
on 
campus,"  Saffold said. "But I 
would not locus this decision on cam-
pus 
climate."
 
( iabriel Reyes, special assistant to 
the president, is also 
chair  of die cam-
pus climate 
committee.  Reyes said the 
committee 
constantly tests and ana-
lyzes the climate 
on
 campus by con-
ducting surveys and holding forums 
and  according to him, "It's 
definitely  
improving." 
Last 
month  the Evelyn T. 
Robinson 
Memorial  Scholarship 
Committee 
announced  that Saffold 
will receive its Annual
 Outstanding 
African
-American Alumni Award this 
year. Each year the committee, con-
sisting of African -American
 staff and 
faulty at SJSU, 
recognizes
 a graduate 
who has achieved
 success in the com-
munity.  
"I 
don't think there's A more fit-
ting person for 
this  award," Imara 
said.  
Evelyn T. Robinson, for
 whom 
edue 
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 more 
comfortable
 
shave,
 its just in the nick of time 
war SHAW 
OIL 
MW YOUR SKIN. 
the  scholarship was named, 
was  a 
graduate of SJSU and later 
became an 
administrator.  In 1985, Robinson,
 
along with her 
daughter,  died in a 
fire. 
Beverly Miles, a 
member  of the 
Scholarship Executive 
Committee 
which started as a 
small  group in 
1985 out of funds from the pockets
 of 
concerned 
people,  said Saflidd's name
 
has been cropping up for 
three  years, 
as a 
nominee for the 
award.
 
Saffold is 
founding 
member  of the 
committee  
and has 
been making an 
outstanding  
contribution  to the 
campus  Commit -
nay, Miles said.
 
"St exemplifies
 the meaning of 
this award," Miles said.
 
Saltold,  a 196
 ' 
i;raduate
 of SJSU, 
was a 
star 
b41h 
I 
ill 
and football 
player. Saffold also played for
 the SAII 
Diego Chargers 
and the Cincinnati 
Bengals during his brief 
two-year  pro 
football career.
 
Saffold has held 
several manage-
ment positions in 
student affairs at 
SJSU: associate 
director
 of Black 
Educational  Opportunity
 Program. 
associate dean
 of Student 
Affairs,  uni-
versity 
ombudsman  and 
associate vice 
president of 
student
 affairs. 
"It 
was  a sad day for 
me
 when he 
withdrew  his 
name for 
vice
 presi-
dent," Miles
 said. "He has 
given great 
vision 
to the 
department."  
The award
 ceremony 
will  be held 
between 5:30
 and 8:30 p.m.
 on May 
15 
at the Triton
 Museum 
of Art in 
Santa
 Clara.
 
Briefs
 
continued
 
from 
page
 1 
two 
people 
just 
sitting  
in their
 
Car. 
A 
witness
 told 
police  
that
 
Tony
 
Wiggins
 
was 
allegedly  
holding 
down 
Selena 
LeBlank
 
by 
her  hair 
with 
one arm 
and 
striking  
or 
threatening
 
to strike 
her 
with  the 
other 
as
 they 
were  
sitting  
in
 their 
rented 
car.  
The 
witness
 said
 she 
called  
authorities
 
because
 she 
heard 
LeBlank 
screaming  
for  help 
dur-
ing 
the  
alleged
 
altercation.
 
When 
questioned
 by 
police,  
both 
Wiggins  And 
LeBlank 
denied 
the incident
 had 
occurred. 
Because  there
 were no 
signs of 
injury  or struggle
 and 
none of the 
people involved 
wished to press 
charges. No 
citations
 were issued 
and no 
arrests 
were  
made.
 
Police  
have turned 
the report 
over to the District Attorney's
 
office 
for review.
 
Tampon dispensers tampered 
At least a dozen tampon dis-
pensing  machines were vandal-
ized early Sunday by a
 person or 
group of people using a 
metal 
prying 
implement.  
The 
dispensers, located in 
W °Men' S restrooms in Spartan 
Complex East and the 
Music 
Building, were pried open. And, 
in sonic cases, change was 
removed from the machine's 
coinbox according to police offi-
cials. 
"Someone discovers
 that 
there's money in (the 
dis-
pensers), and they start
 breaking 
into them." UPD It. 
Shannon 
Maloney said. "They break
 into 
as many of the machines
 as they 
can until it's no 
longer  prof-
itable." 
The amount
 of money 
taken  
from the 
dispensers  will not be 
known  until the 
machines arc 
audited
 by campus 
officials. 
Police 
currently  have 
no
 sus-
pects in its 
ongoing 
investiga-
tion. 
Tabloid
 claims to 
reveal  ID of 
oldest
 mom 
LONDON  
(Al':
 
A British 
iabloid claimed
 to reveal the identity 
of the world's oldest new mother 
Sunday, saying 
she was A Los Angeles -
area bank worker 
who  retired to have 
a baby. 
Arceli Keli, 63, lives in Highland, 
Calif., 60 miles east of Los Angeles, 
with her 
husband Isagani, 60, and  
their 5 -month -old daughter,
 Cynthia, 
the 
Express
 on Sunday said. 
"I wasn't tryirir to make history," 
Mrs Nell wa, AS 
telling  the 
ialiloid.
 "I just 
wallet:1  a baby. -
The 
University  of Southern 
California
 announced last week that a 
63 -year -old 
woman  in its fertility pro-
gram had delivered
 a healthy girl, 
born of a donated egg and the sperni 
of the 
client's husband. The birth set 
a record for oldest successful pregnan-
cy, and stirred debate about parent-
hood so 
late in life. 
In the Kell's suburban neighbor-
hood Sunday afternoon, some chil-
dren played in the
 yards near the farn-
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ily's 
two-story  brown
 stucco 
house.  
At the Kell  residence - which
 had a 
neatly mowed lawn, 
potted  plants in 
front and a vegetable garden out 
back  
 the curtains
 were drawn in all the 
downstairs windows. 
A neighbor
 said she saw the Kehs 
load their 
baggage onto a shuttle bus 
Saturday
 and depart. No further
 
explanation
 
for  their 
absence  
was 
available.
 
Eunice
 
Rainbolt,  57,
 said the cou-
ple 
told  her 
they  had 
given
 birth 
to a 
baby girl, 
thriugh 
she
 never
 realized 
Arceli 
Keh was 
pregnant. 
"1 
heard
 a 
child crying, 
but I 
always
 
thought
 it 
was  their
 
grand-
child,"  
Rainbolt
 said. 
"I
 saw a 
wheel-
chair in front of 
her house, and 
I 
thought she was 
sick,  because she 
was  
walking very
 slowly, but 
I didn't 
know 
she was pregnant." 
Other neighbors said the
 Kehs 
were  
friendly.
 
"They're
 great, like all the
 people 
in this neighborhood,-
 said Larry 
Bionic,
 
69,
 who has
 lived in the 
com-
flitinity II
 
,r 12 years. "We speak to 
them oil and on, but we all work, so 
it's mostly a hi -and
-bye 
society."  
Mrs. Keli's 
80 year -old mother
 
was "shocked"  Is-
 the 
feat,  the 
Express  on Sunday
 said. 
But Mrs. Kell 
insists she has no 
worries
 about 
keeping
 iip 
with  her 
daughter  when 
Cynthia is in 
her  teens 
- 
and she is in 
her 70s, tile 
tabloid  
"I think 
I'll
 be 
able 
to
 do that. 1 
ove 
her and 
IhAl'S  Ilse 
important  
flung,'' she told the tabloid. 
Graduation  
Gift 
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Group  
homes
 
continued
 from page 1 
owner's stress," Ketchum said. 
The ordinance 
pertains  to a coun-
ty certification program that 
will 
require alcohol and drug related 
group 
homes
 to meet certain criteria 
in order to receive county referrals for 
new members, which is how most 
group homes acquire residents. 
In order to
 
be certified by the 
county,
 a group home must now 
agree to perform background checks 
of staff
 members, allow site inspec-
tions, maintain spe-
cific written guide-
lines
 involving resi-
dent conduct, 
and 
keep a 
log of the 
coming and going of 
residents.
 If a home 
does not meet the 
certification criteria, 
it loses the county 
referrals that con-
tribute heavily to 
group home
 business. 
According to the 
Pate House, Inc. 
Executive Director 
Lou Hall, the county 
certification  is not a 
problem. Hall said 
that his home already 
meets state 
regula-
tions, and the 
new 
county  
regulations,
 
which he said allows 
for closer 
monitoring  
of homes than the
 
state could 
provide,  
will not cause Pate 
House, Inc. any 
harm.
 
Hall said 
it
 is a 
"This will put us out of 
business."  
Hall 
said.  The requirements for 
attaining permits, 
according  to Hall, 
are
 vague, and he said the cost 
of
 get-
ting one may be too high for 
many  
homes. 
Hall 
said the city 
requires $1,500
 
Just to talk to a home about 
permits,
 
and he knows of a group 
home that 
paid $55,000 to attain a permit. 
"That fee would 
put 95 percent of 
all  group homes out 
of
 business." 
Hall said. "If there 
was any indication 
that the permit 
  process would be 
If there was 
any indication 
that the permit 
process would 
be 
fair
 and 
equitable,  then 
there would not 
be a 
problem.  
What we're 
talking about
 is 
discrimination.  
That's 
really
 the 
bottom
 
line."
 
 
Lou Hall, 
Pete House
 executive 
director 
city proposed
 rezoning issue, not yet 
settled 
by officials, that 
threatens
 the 
Pate houses. 
The  proposed city ordi-
nance will put more 
strict regulations 
on group homes 
operating
 in residen-
tial areas. 
Pate 
House,
 located on 
South  
12th Street, 
is
 in a residential 
area 
Hall said was 
rezoned  five or six 
years
 
ago, and 
since Pate House 
was already 
operating at 
that time, it 
fell into a 
category
 called 
"legal  
noncompli-
ance," which 
allowed it to 
continue  as 
it was. 
Hall said Pate 
house, which 
has been 
running
 for 20 
years,
 is on 
good terms 
with most of 
his neigh-
bors, 
and  does not 
cause
 problems. 
The 
proposed  
ordinance
 will 
require Pate 
house to attain 
a permit 
to 
continue or close 
it's doors by the 
year
 
2000.
 
fair and 
equitable,  
then there 
would 
not be a problem. 
What
 we're talking 
about is discrimina-
tion. That's really 
the bottom 
line."
 
San Jose City 
Councilman for 
District 3 David 
Pandori said the 
city is not trying to 
uproot group 
homes. 
"The idea here is 
to protect neighbors 
from that kind of 
use while 
accommo-
dating such facilities
 
elsewhere,"  Pandori 
said.  
"People out on 
the street- that's not
 
going to happen," 
Pandori said. 
Many 
group  
homes are operating 
in that have been 
prohibited for such 
usage for the past I 5 
to 20 years, 
according
 to Pandori. 
"The
 new proposed ordinance will 
make the 
enforcement  of existing 
laws easier,"
 Pandori said. 
According  to Hall. Pandori 
has  
done little in the way of offering alter-
natives to threatened
 homes. 
"If you don't want us 
here,  where 
do you want 
us?"  Hall said, "Point us 
in the 
right  direction." 
According to Hall, the proposed 
ordinance may also uproot a women's 
shelter nearby, and under
 the
 
new 
regulations, fraternity and
 sorority 
houses might also be 
forced
 to attain 
a permit. 
"I don't think 
he (Pandori) has 
looked
 at this thing in any detail at 
all," Hall said,
 "He is misinformed 
and uninformed."
 
Canada's navy deploys 
troops
 in the 
Plains  
WINNIPEG, Manitoba (AP)  
Canada's military sent navy rescue 
units and thousands
 of soldiers 
Sunday to meet the flood 
pouring  
down the 
Red  River from the United 
States, expanding its largest 
deploy-
ment in 20 years. 
By today, more 
than  6,700 mili-
tary personnel were expected to be in 
southern 
Manitoba, helping to build 
dikes, guard evacuated towns and 
search for people stranded 
by the 
region's 
worst flood of the century. 
The force includes 
200  sailors 
equipped 
with  inflatable boats that 
were used in the 
Adriatic Sea during 
the Bosnian war.
 Also coming were 
air force 
traffic controllers
 assigned to 
enforce is no
-fly zone and keep 
air-
borne  sightseers 
from congesting
 the 
sky 
over the 
flooded
 Red 
River  
Valley.
 
The  last time 
so many 
Canadian  
military 
personnel 
were  
mobilized
 in 
a single 
mission  was to 
provide sects -
My at the
 1976 
Montreal
 Olympics,
 
said Maj. 
Doug 
Martin,
 a 
spokesman
 
for the 
joint task 
force.  
"People 
shouldn't  get 
the  wrong 
message 
from the 
military  
increase,"
 
Martin said.
 "It's A 
positive 
thing."  
The  front 
edge of 
the  river's 
flood 
crest,
 coming 
in from 
North 
Dakota  
and 
Minnesota,
 reached
 the 
border
 
town of 
Emerson, 
Manitoba,  
but
 a 
huge 
swath 
of
 southern
 
Manitoba  
already  was 
turned 
into
 a lake 
cover  
ing  
everything
 but a few 
dike -protest 
ed 
towns.  
The lake 
is expected 
to eventually
 
cover 700 square miles. 
More than 17,000 
people had 
already evacuated the towns between
 
the border and Winnipeg,
 55 miles to 
the north. In 
most of the towns, only 
emergency crews remain. 
Provincial officials Sunday 
ordered the last 400 civilians linger-
ing in the valley to leave immediately. 
Harold Clayton, the provincial direc-
tor of emergency operations, said 
state -of -emergency measures empow-
ered police to remove them by force 
and arrest them if necessary. 
One reason for the order was a 
forecast of 
strong  winds, which 
Clayton said could 
push  floodwaters 
into some of the dike -protected 
towns. 
"It's made 
the 
potential
 for acci-
dental death 
much  more extreme," he 
said. 
The water was still about 3 feet 
below the top of the dike protecting 
Emerson. 
"We're going to survive
 this," said 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police Sgt. 
John Fleming, one of men on duty at 
Emerson.  
"There's  no 
doubt  in 
any-
body's
 mind behind this 
will 
Japanese Egg 
Donor  
Wanted
 
Childless
 couple 
seeks  a 
woman  
(age 
2110
 
29) of 
Japanese ancestry, who 
is 
willing to participate in 
ovum
 
donation program.
 All expenses 
and generous
 compensation 
will
 be paid. 
Contact  WWFC (510) 820-9495. 
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 Spartan
 Daily 
Jeff 
Mandl  
attends
 an aerobics class three times a week to 
keep
 in shape 
for  regular 
military
 physical 
fitness
 tests. 
Reserves  
continued
 from page 
1 
per month for 
up
 months, and 
half-time students can
 receive $98 
for 72 months. 
These 
monthly
 payments 
are in 
addition 
to regular reserve -duty 
pay  
the student
 receives while 
complet-
ing their 
reserve
 obligation. 
This  
obligation is nearly identical 
for  all 
branches.  The famous 
slogan  "one 
weekend a month 
and  two weeks a 
year" 
still accurately describes 
an 
"active 
drill  status" reservist's service
 
commitment.
 
After 
completing  bask training 
or boot camp and any other 
required training, such as Military 
Occupation 
School  (which can usu-
ally be accomplished 
over  summer 
break), a reservist attends is weekend 
of 
training at a local 
base once each 
month and two 
weeks of training 
annually,
 usually
 during the sum-
neIn
 order to 
qualify
 for certain 
benefits most branches require a six -
year commitment from reserve 
recruits. While this can be broken 
down several ways (and is called dif-
ferent things in each service) the 
most cons 
mutt
 And benefit -laden 
program is four years 
oractive  ditty 
reserves" and two of "ready 
reserves." 
Active duty 
means the first four 
years of service they 
are required to 
attend
 monthly and 
annual  training ses-
sions. After that,
 
they 
are considered 
ready
 reserves and 
can still be called 
into active duty 
should 
their  country 
need them. 
They  are 
not,
 
however, 
required 
to attend 
training sessions. 
Ii Adition to 
money for school 
benefits, reservists in 
any branch are also
 
entitled to many of 
"I am a better 
person for 
having done 
it, 
and  my 
outlook on the 
future is 
better for 
it as 
well." 
 Jeff 
Mandl, 
USMC reserve 
the benefits given to 
live -duty military personnel, 
including access to the discounted 
price military department 
(exchange) and grocery (commis-
sary) stores, low-cost life insurance 
options, and income insurance 
plans should you be called away into 
active duty. 
After completing the six -year
 
obligation,
 reservists 
are entitled to veter-
an's
 benefits, includ-
ing the Department 
of Veteran's Affairs 
Home -Loan 
Guarantee 
program 
which provides low-
ered interest rate, 
guaranteed 
approval 
mortgages to those 
wins
 qualify. 
Being a member 
of the military 
pro-
vides free -of-charge 
many of the things 
that college 
students 
worry about afford-
ing in addition to 
tuition. There Are no 
health club dues or 
health care plan pay-
ments. As a member of the military 
you get medical And dental benefits 
provided for free AS long as you con-
tinue your honorable service to the 
military. 
The 
opportunity to 
acquire new 
skills and 
training  also exists in the 
military. 
Opportunities  to move to 
different 
geographic  locations, voca-
tions and branches of 
service  are 
available to those who maintain the 
high standards the military 
requires.  
Once their initial obligation has 
beets completed, 
reservists
 are enti-
tled 
to
 maintain all benefits  and pay 
grades  while transferring to another 
branch of service.
 Also, they do not 
need us go through
 basic training 
again once they have 
completed  
their transfer. And, us i lie 
end  of 
their service eotssnssiitlseisi, the 
mili-
tary offers 
them a retirement pro-
gram. 
The military, 
either  reserve 
(Sr
 
otherwise, is not for 
everyone.  In 
order
 to just meet minimum 
requirements 
for Marine Corps 
boot camp Mandl had to work
 out 
for weeks
 to get in 
shape,
 
and 
has to 
work vip,ilantly to stay that
 way. 
"Being in the 
Marines  is not 
easy." 
said
 Mandl. 
"But  
the 
experi-
ence 
in IKTI1 
IIIVAILIAhle.  I am A 
- 
ter 
person  lOr having done 
ii. and 
my outlook on the future is better 
fin it as well." 
Gas 
prices begin to 
dip  
LOS ANGELES (AP) 
 Gas 
prices dropped more than a half -cent
 
a gallon at the pump despite the pres-
sure of the approaching summer dri-
ving season, an analyst said Sunday. 
The average
 price
 of gasoline, 
including all grades and taxes, was 
about $1.26 per gallon on Friday, 
down from 
April  II. according to the 
I.undbcrg Survey of 
10,0(8)
 stations 
nationwide. 
"Overall gasoline prices are weak-
ening due to weaker crude oil 
prices,
-
said Trilby Lundberg. 
California, where
 prices had 'wen 
high, finally joined the nationwide 
dip,  but prices rose slightly
 in the 
Midwest, she said. 
Overall, gas
 prices have 
fallen 
more than 3 
1/2 cents per gallon so 
far this year And 
the  current average is 
9.32 cents 
below  the average for the 
SAMC period
 
Ii  
is
 
year,  She
 Said. 
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Money
 for 
Nothing 
Take 
30% to 50% off 
your  long distance 
phone bill. 
Call Steve 
947-7877 today! 
s 
 
Lowest  
Airfare  to 
Asia  
 
Domestic  Airfare 
30%-70%off
 
 
Tours to L.A.,
 Hawaii, & 
New  York 
offered
 
(408) 
436-8822  
1633 
Lundy Ave.,
 Suite M 
San 
Jose,  CA 
95131 
Before
 you
 can 
go to 
Business
 
School... 
you need to 
have  a plan. 
Come to 
a Free Seminar on 
Business School 
Admissions  
with
 Neil Beranbaum, 
George 
Washington  University, J.D. 
Executive Admissions Consultant 
San Jose State University 
Tuesday,
 April 29th 
6-8pm 
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST 
to reserve
 your seat today! 
AiSan
 
Moe Si,.'hlevelvly  
ASSOCWION
 
SPORTS
 
Transfers 
shine  in 
spring  
game  
By 
Mike 
Trapkagen
 
Spartan Daily
 Senior Staff 
Writer 
Coaching staffs
 usually hate 
watching  their 
teams beat 
themselves,  
but
 that was an 
inevitable 
ending
 to the SJSU 
football team's 
spring 
game  Saturday 
at Spartan 
Stadium.  
The 
Spartans'
 intra-squad 
scrimmage  fea-
tured new 
head coach 
Dave
 Baldwin's 
wide-
open offensive 
style and the 
new
 
players fans 
may 
be
 hearing more of next
 season. 
The Spartans 
were  divided 
into
 a defensive 
squad
  the Blue 
team
  and an 
offensive  
squad  the
 White team, 
which  prevailed 
with a 42-24 victory. 
The first-string 
offense scored early 
and 
often
 against the second
-team  defense, while 
the 
defense
 scored points 
by
 stopping the sec-
ond -string offense. 
But Baldwin 
said  the contest was not an 
us -against -them 
match. 
"This team 
has  really come 
together, 
almost  like a family," 
Baldwin  said. "This was-
n't about the 
defense  against 
the
 offense, it 
was a team game. That's 
the only way you win 
at this level." 
Baldwin 
added that 
he
 was 
pleased
 with his 
team's  perfor-
mance, but 
was more impressed
 
with the crowd of 800 
that attended 
the game. 
"I'm
 pleased that 
we're able to 
bring back 
the enthusiasm," Baldwin
 said. 
"That's probably the 
most  positive thing to 
come out
 of this." 
The big plays 
of quarterback Brian Vye, 
his  
host of wide receivers, and
 an interception by 
defensive back Oman 
Smith gave
 
the crowd 
reasons  to become enthusiastic. 
Vye,
 
a junior transfer from 
Gavilan 
Monday,
 
April  
28, 
1997
 
San Jose State University 
SPARTAN 
DAILY  
College
 in Gilroy, has emerged as the No. 1 
quarterback and showed why in the scrim-
mage. 
He started the game by completing six his 
first
 eight attempts, which included touch-
downs of 27, 51 and 66 yards, all to 
wide receiver Eric Ruble. 
WHITE  42 
BLUE 24 
Vye finished the 
day 12 -of -19 
for 264 yards and five 
touchdowns,
 
while Ruble 
ended with three catch-
es for 144 yards. 
Four
 of Vye's five touchdown 
passes were scored against the Spartans' sec-
ond -string defense, but he said the defense's 
ability to cover his receivers had 
no barring on 
his performance. 
"To me, an inch looks like a mile," Vye 
said. "That doesn't really 
matter  to me." 
Vye also threw touchdowns
 to junior Gabe 
Payne and
 senior Rommel Canon, which was 
the last play
 of the game. 
Although his 
attention  is paid to the offen-
sive side of the ball, Baldwin did have  compli-
ments for
 some players who stood out on 
defense. 
"Shon Kendall and the guys on the defen-
sive line made a 
good push and Omarr Smith 
played very well," Baldwin said. "I don't think 
we completed 
a pass against him until late in 
the game. 
"I think we tackled a lot 
better, which was 
a 
major  concern after last season. 
Lyle West made a 
couple  of physical tack-
les in 
the secondary, and that's something I 
told (the 
defensive  backs) they had to do." 
West, a junior transfer 
from Chabot 
College, 
grabbed a running Payne and 
slammed 
him to the ground with enough 
authority to make 
members  of the crowd 
flinch.
 
"Gabe is 
actually 
a friend 
of mine 
and I 
know 
he's quick,"
 West 
said.  "I 
didn't
 want to 
get
 juked, 
so I used 
my strength
 to get
 him 
down.
 I felt a 
little  bad 
about it 
later, but 
he 
was  OK." 
The 
Spartans 
will no 
longer 
practice 
together  on 
the field, 
but  will be 
confined  to 
the weight
 room for 
strength 
conditioning.
 
The  team 
will
 not meet 
again on the
 field 
until Aug. 
10 when it 
begins to 
prepare  for 
its
 
first  game against 
Stanford
 Sept. 6. 
Vye said
 Saturday's 
scrimmage 
was  a good 
way 
for the fans to 
become just
 as enthusiastic
 
about next 
season  as the 
players
 are. 
"This  lets 
people
 get to know
 the players,
 
get excited
 and lets us 
end the spring 
on a 
good
 note," Vye
 said. "It also
 gets the 
fans
 
fired up for the fall." 
Ending 
with  
a 
splash 
Water polo 
team
 wins 
last
 
game of season 
By Terri K. Milner 
Spartan Daily
 Staff Writer 
Amid water splashing 
and loud cheers, 
the San Jose State University
 water polo 
team  won one game and lost one game in 
its  
final day of 
the season. 
Playing two games 
Sunday,  SJSU got off 
to a slow start, 
scoring two goals to the five
 
scored
 by the University of California,
 Santa 
Cruz 
Banana  Slugs. 
With 
Stormin'  Norman 
Ossman, a spir-
ited mainstay
 who has cheered
 many of 
SJSU's teams to 
victory, yelling from 
the  
pool  deck, the 
Spartans  experienced 
trouble 
early in the first 
game  as Santa Cruz 
scored
 
at
 only 4:26 in the 
first quarter. 
Despite tighter 
offense,
 improved stami-
na and some 
sensational  saves by SJSU 
goalie 
Cathy  Hernandez, the 
Banana Slugs 
scored again 
in the second 
quarter,  twice in 
the third and once in the hunch. 
SJSU's
 two goals were 
both  scored in the 
final
 quarter, the first by 
senior Emily 
Shelton  at 4:07 and
 the second by 
junior 
Katie 
Kascht with nine 
seconds left in the
 
game.
 
"We've
 really progressed,"
 said Kascht, 
who went on to 
score four more 
goals in the 
second game. 
"It's  been likes crash
 course in 
water
 polo, but 
we've  come 
together  really 
well." 
Four 
hours later, the 
Spartans entered
 the 
water  again and 
came to life 
during  their 
final game
 of the season. 
Playing 
against
 the 
Califinnia  State 
University,  Bakersfield 
Roadrunners, also a 
newcomer
 to
 
N( AA women's 
water  polo, 
the Spartans unleashed 
an
 energetic offense, 
puffing  away virtually 
every  shot attempted. 
"It WAS a toughs 
project starting out 
as a 
new team in the 
NCAA,"  coach Lou 
Tully  
SJSU's Katie Kascht and CSU
 Bakersfield's Jill Varian race for the 
ball in Sunday's water polo match. 
said. "Almost everyone else 
had played and had experi-
enced players." 
Kascht c:ime out strong, 
scoring
 at 5:33 in the first 
quarter, which was followed 
by goals from juniors Amy 
Fletcher and Jennifer Anstcy. 
The Roadrunners only goal 
during the first three quarters 
came at 5:14 of the first. 
Senior Adrienne Simpson 
and  Kascht each scored a goal 
in the 
second. 
The third quarter, however,
 the Spartans 
dashed any hope 
Bakersfield  might have had 
of
 a win. 
Eight
 goals were scored within the seven
-
minute quarter: one by Anstey, 
two in a row 
by Kascht, one by junior 
Mary 
McDonough,  three 
in a row by junior
 
jlessyca  Nabozny and
 one by freshman
 Elisa 
Andueza. 
"It  felt pretty 
good."
 Nabozny said 
about 
her three goal
 onslaught, all within two 
min-
utes and 
twelve  seconds of 
each  
other. "It 
SPARTANS 
2 
BANANA 
SLUGS 
5 
SPARTANS
 
13
 
ROADRUNNERS
 4 
Felt like 1
 
went out and did 
what had to he done." 
Bakersfield scored three 
times in the final quarter, as 
Nabozny substituted in goal 
to allow 
Hernandez
 to take 
the
 offensive during her last 
pine
 As Spartan -- though 
Nahozny swears she is not 
being  primed as next year's 
goalie.
  
"I'll play anywhere Lou 
puts me, but I'm too short for 
goalie," Nabozny 
said.  laughing. 
The Spartans finished the season with a 
5-17 record,
 
improving  
along  the 
way, 
according to their coach. 
"We have 
one
 basketball and one soccer 
player and the rest of the !CAM is 
basically 
swimmers who haven't had the opportunity 
to play  ball sports 
before,"  Tully said. "The 
defense has really grasped the concept of 
what needs to be done and 
the offense has 
begun to understand the basic skills of a new 
game and team ',laving. Their attitude has
 
been
 super. -
Baseball
 
team
 safe 
in 
first
 
Baseball team loses 
two of 
three;  falls 
into tie with 
Bulldogs 
By Dennis Knight
 
Spartan  Daily 
Staff  Writer 
Tile SpArliitIS' 
baseball game against 
San Diego State 
University Sunday 
had all the makings 
of
 
a pitchers' duel, 
at least until the top of the eighth 
inning. 
At that point the score was 1-1, but 
SDSU (32-16-1, 14-10 in the Western 
Athletic
 Conference) took advantage
 
of a grand
 slam from third 
baseman 
Chris 
Yerke off Spartan reliever
 Ryan 
McDermott 
to 
win the 
game 
6-2  and 
take 
two
 of three in 
a 
weekend
 series at 
Municipal
 
Stadium.  The Spartans
 (33-
19, 
17-10  
WAC)  
got a 
quality
 start 
from 
left hander
 Steve Carrieri,
 but 
they
 had a hard time
 generating any 
offense 
against SDSD's
 
starting
 
pitch-
er Ruben 
Aguilera.  
In
 his first start 
of the season, 
Aguilera
 
improved
 his 
record 
to 3-0 
with a 
complete  
game in 
which he 
gave 
up just 
five hits
 and 
one  
earned
 run. 
"That 
pitcher  
(Aguilera)
 
dominated  
the 
game.  
he
 had 
A really
 live 
fistful]
 
that was 
up in the strike zone, -
Spartans' coach 
Sam  Piraro said. "It's 
tough to lay 
oft that pitch. 
"I bet he was throwing close us 90 
mph. It shows you 
how deep their 
pitching staff is, when 
they  can bring 
in someone like that
 who hasn't start-
ed a 
game all season and get 
that
 type 
of performance
 from him." 
First 
baseman Robert BM'S 
had A 
sacrifice fly that 
scored  the first 
Spartans' run 
and he followed 
that  up 
with 
A solo home 
run  ill the ninth
 
inning. Berns
 has homered 
in four 
consecutive
 games 
and has 11 for the season. 
"He's 
kind  of like the 
Lone Ranger for 
us," Nato 
said
 of Berns. "lie's the one 
constant  we've had. lie hits 
the 
good pitching. Ile's 
a qualified 
Division  One offensive player 
and he's 
proven it all year long." 
Berns said that Ise has 
never had a 
power hitting streak like
 this before. 
Berns now ranks fourth in home runs 
for A single season, the 
SpartallS' record 
is
 15 set by Jeff Ball 
in
 1990. 
Statistics  don't mean that much to 
Berns, he is more concerned 
witls his 
team's  recent 
performance.
 
"In the 
last
 three series, we haven't 
played  to our 
potential,  we just 
haven't  
been 
getting
 it done,"
 Berns said.
 
Entering 
the game with
 a half game 
lead 
Over Fresno 
State,  the 
Spartans  
got 
some 
help
 from 
I lawat'i 
which  
won 
the first 
ganie  
ui 
a 
double-header
 
from 
the  Bulldogs.
 Fresno State
 won 
the
 second 
game.  however, 
to move 
into
 a first
-place  tie 
with  the 
Spartans.  
Saturday,
 the 
Spartans  lost 
7-5.
 
Steve  Ashley 
and Ryan 
lohnson 
each
 
had A 
pair of 
hits  and A 
d011blf  And 
Scott 
1.ewis
 added a 
pair of singles.
 
Starter Javier
 PAM115 gust
 the loss after
 
giving up 
10 hits and 
seven 
earned 
runs
 in his 
seven  and 
two-thirds  inninp 
of work. 
SJSU
 won
 the 
series 
opener  Friday
 night 
when 
they 
scored six 
runs in 
the 
finirth 
innitsg  on the
 way to 
a 
9-4 
victory.
 
Junior
 left-hander
 Jason
 
Jimenez
 improved
 his record
 to 5-3. 
Robert
 Berns 
homered 
and had
 four 
RBIs for
 the 
Spartans.  Scott
 1.ewis 
had  
three 
hits and 
Rob  
Douglass
 added 
two
 for 
SJS(1,  
The Spartans
 host St. 
Mary's
 in A 7 
p.m. 
game  Tuesday 
night  at Municipal
 
Stadium 
before  leaving 
for  their three
-
game
 series 
next
 weekend 
against 
Grand Canyon.
 
SPARTANS  2 
AZTECS 
6 
PHOTOS BY MAX BECHERER
  Spartan Daily 
Kascht  scored four of the 
Spartans'  13 goals in their 13-4 
victory. 
Exiting team
 seniors were 
honored
 with flowers and 
balloons before the 
start of the 
Spartans last 
match of the season.
 The Spartan finished
 with a 5-17 
record.
 
PHOTO  
BY
 MAX 
BECHERER
  
Spartan
 
Daily  
San Diego's
 Pau Lockhart, 
left, 
beats  
the throw home, 
despite  SJSU catcher
 Steve Ashleys
 
attempt
 
to 
block
 
the 
plate 
during  
the top of the fourth inning 
The lost 
dropped
 the 
Spartans  into a 
first 
place he 
with  
Fresno
 
State.  
t, 
Monday,
 AprII 
28,  1997 
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-not
 Lois! 
And 
NO, neither
 explorer 
had X-RAY
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EMPLOYMENT
 
TEACHER'S
 AIDE, after school 
child  
care 
program, 2-6pm M -F. 
Call 
Gardner
 Children's Center, 
998-1343.
 Immediate  opening. 
Child  
des.
 
rec,  human performance 
majors 
encouraged  to 
apply. EOE. 
NEW 
20 
SENIOR  GRADS to help 
build 
business
 in spare  time. Call 
415-2998985
 
leave  
msg.  
The 
Environmental 
Resource  
Center  (ERC) 
in WSQ 115 
is hiring 
a 
Director  &Co
-Director  for 
the
 97/ 
98 
school  
year. The 2 PT positions 
work together
 to administer
 the 
programs, 
services,
 staff & budget 
during the year.
 Hours are 
flexible.  
All  students 
encouraged  to 
apply. 
Environmental,
 managerial, and 
bookkeeping  
experience
 helpful, 
Call Dena 
9245467,th  fax 
924-5477.
 
ILS 
INSTRUCTOR
 Teach 
Independent
 living 
skills  to DD 
adult 
PT/FT.
 $7.21/hour 
+ mileage. 
Greater 
Opportunity.
 2484464. 
TELLER
 WANTED, PART-TIME. 
Bilingual 
Spanish/English. Call 
Lisa  
9884511, M-Th,
 8:30-11:00. 
INSIDE SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES 
Founded
 in 1925, George S. 
May 
International
 is a leading 
management consulting
 firm. Our 
business is exploding, and we need 
several motivated 
se/starters  to help 
us schedule 
appointments 
with  small 
to medium 
sized  business owners 
throughout 
the  Western US. 
We'll 
provide  you with paid 
training, a 
competitiwy  base salary 
+ 
ccrnmissiens,  (earnings
 
potential
 
d $30K+1) 
full
 benefits, fledble
 work 
schedule, 
& a great 
opportunity
 
to learn 8, grow
 with an established 
industry  leader that promotes from 
within. if you enjoy 
people,
 you're 
good on the 
phone, and you 
like
 
to 
have  fun, then this is 
the  job 
for youl Bilingual a big plus. 
To 
arrange  an interview, 
please call Steven
 Sanchez at 
(800) 955-0200 ext. 221, or 
send/fax resume to:
 GSM, 991 
W. Bedding St. San Jose, CA 96126 
Fax: (408) 
244.6415.  EOE/AA. 
GEORGE S. MAY 
INTERNATIONAL CO. 
DIRECTOR'S 
OFFICE  The 
Student
 
Union Director's 
Office
 is currently 
accepting  
applications
 for the 
position: 
Office  Assistant, 
for Fall 
1997
 8, possibly 
Summer  1997.  
Applications
 may be obtained 
at 
the Directors
 Office from
 9.5, M.F. 
MINMO  
JAPANESE
 Restaurant
 
Now hiring for 
P/T foodservers 
& 
disheyashers.
 Fun Job! 
Please
 
apply at 
617  N.6th 
St. 
9989711.
 
ASSISTANT 
POOL 
MANAGER,  
Certified 
Lifeguard
 and 
Swim
 
Instructors.
 Indoor & 
outdoor
 
pool  
positions. 
Southwest
 
YMCA,  
4083701877
 ext. 16. 
NEED
 A SUMMER
 JOB 
or
 financial 
aid? Willing 
to work 
part-time,
 
full-time
 
or 
flexible
 hours
 and 
make great
 money? For
 fun, WON 
experience and 
great  
money,  
don't wait,
 call now: 
Kristi (408)
 
995.5905.
 
SWIM  
INSTRUCTORS
 & 
Lifeguards  
wanted to work
 at 1CC in Lee 
Gatos 
and 
private  homes. 
$10$25/hr.
 
Must 
be
 
certified.
 Call 358-3636 
et 53 
and 408245 
1998. 
TEACHER, PT/FT 
at 
ho,  
quality.  
iic. 
drop-in play 
center  
for 2-12 yr 
olds.
 Min. 6 ECE 
units  
req 
flex 
days/eves/wkends.
 Team learn
 
environment.  
Benefits 
avail.  Apply 
on 
person
 at
 
KidsPrk:
 
 Near 
Oalvidge 
Mall,  
281-8880 
5440 
T1  "ff  aesad 
Dr., S.1 
 
Near
 Valley 
Fair,  
985,2599  
2858 
Stevens
 Creek
 Blvd. 
Sl. 
 At 
the HUB,
 
510-792-9997
 
39102  
Argonaut
 Way.
 
Fremont
 
 
NEW  
Westgate
 
Mall 
Call 
Heidi  at 
2818880.  
GREATER
 
OPPORTUNMEIII
  Paid
 
roommate/live-in
 with DD adult
 
ir 
exchange
 for rent.
 
248-4464.
 
UPEOUVIDS/SW94
 
INSTRUCTORS
 
Los 
Gatos 
Swrn and
 Raceset
 
Must
 
have
 
current
 
CPR,  
First  
Aid.
 
& 
Lifeguard
 
training 
certifications
 
wsi 
preferred
 for 
teaching.
 Apply 
in person 14700 
Oka 
Road.
 Los 
Gatos. CA. 
INTERIM
 
PUOUSHING
 
Opportunity  
High-tech 
Internet 
publication
 
seeks 
outgoing
 
person
 for 
post -
graduation
 FT job. 
Non
-sales  
editorial
 and 
promotional
 
portion.  
No experience 
required.
 
Fax:  
408-938-9155. 
WSI'S 
NEEDED  
Summer
 
Employment
 
Please call
 354-8700
 
a 
224  
Los
 Gatos 
Rec 
Department
 
CHOU'S
 BAR  
GRILL  
in
 
search
 
of 
Foodservers  
and  
Hosts  
with  
restaurant
 
experience.
 
Friendly.
 
team 
oriented  
people
 
apply
 
in 
P
erson  
Monday  
through  
Thursday,
 
between 
2pm-4pm. 
2900 
Stevens
 
Creek 
MO.  Son 
Jose. No 
Cells. 
TEACHERS  
Exceptional
 opportunity 
to join 
one of the 
fastest growing 
quality 
childcare
 wears in Mantel 
View.
 Must have
 at least 12 
ECE 
units, 
Preferably  3 infant 
units  
and  6 months 
experience.  Call 
(408)746-1954.
 
MAKE 
MONEY  
WIWI TEACHING 
driver training
 & education. 
pt/ft. 
no exp. nec.
 hs grads. 971-7557. 
YMCA NOW 
HIRING
 DIRECTORS 
and TEACHERS 
for  school -age 
and 
preschool  child care. Full 
Time 
& Part Time.
 6 15 
ECE  or 
related units. For 
more  info: 
cal Mary 0 
298-3888  
INTERNET CONSULTING
 COMPANY 
Seeks business analysts interns. 
Tech skill a plus. Flex 
schedule 
10- 20 hrs/week.
 Compensation 
based
 on skill & exp. 
Resumes
 
to ericecpublish.com 
or
 fax to 
415-964-9960.
 
PRIMARY  PLUS 
ACTON DAY PRESCHOOL 
Teachers/Ades - FT/FT. 
ECE or Experience
 Preferred. 
EOE. Call 3700357. 
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR 
FT & PT positions avail,  in busy 
whole foods restaurant. All shifts 
avail. Rex hrs.
 Must be 18+ years. 
$7.50-$8.00/hr. to start. Ask 
for 
INendy, Julia or Victor @733-9446. 
LOOKING FOR WORK??? 
Hundreds of job 
listings
 
available in the
 
CAREER CENTER'S JOB BANK. 
Visit us in BC 
1310
 get
 access, 
TUTORS 
WANTED  TO WORK in 
program with autistic 
toddler,
 
Experience in Special Education,
 
Psychology, Child Development or 
Behavior  Management is 
desired.
 
15 hours 
weekly.
 $14.00 per 
hour. Call Shan,  408-356-5151. 
INFORMATION CENTER, 
The 
Student Union Information Center 
is currently accepting 
applications  
for Fall Semester 
1997. Applications 
may be obtained in the Stieent Union 
Director's Office from 
9 - 5, hi  F. 
SUMMER WORKI 
Shuttle Van Driver
 Wanted. 
Call
 Brian at 
408-229-0261. 
BICYCLE 
MESSENGER  
Part-time, 
Flexible  Hours. 
Great for
 Students! 
Serving
 Downtown Sanlo se. 
Inner 
City
 Express. 
22 
W. Saint 
John  St. San 
Jose. 
YMCA 
SUMMER  DAY 
CAMP  101151 
If you 
like the 
outdoors,
 like 
working  with 
children
 & teens, & 
have 
special  
skills  in 
camping,  
games, 
crafts.
 sports 
or
 drama. 
consider
 a Simmer 
Job at the 
YMCJil  
Positions 
Available: 
 DIRECTORS 
  
ASSISTANT  
DIRECTORS
 
 LEADERS 
Please 
call
 your local
 Y for more 
detailed
 eformation 
an application 
Certral 
YMCA 
-298.1717  
(Sanlose& 
Santa Cerra) 
*Southwest  YMCA 
-3701877 
(Los
 Gatos,
 Saratoga)
 
'Northwest YMCA - 
257-7160  
(Cupertino,  
Santa
 Oars, 
Sunnyvale)  
*Sae" 
Valley  
YMCA-
 
2269622
 
(South 
San Jose) 
kilpiteslierryeesa
 
YMCA- 94.50919
 
(Milpitas)  
Mt  Madame 
YMCA -7790203
 
(Morgan 
Hill 
SECURITY
 - 
ACUFACTIA
 INC. 
NO
 
EXPERIENCE
 
NECESSARY
 
Great 
for Students.
 
F/T or 
P/T.  All 
shifts.
 
Top  Pay with 
Many
 Benefits! 
Cell
 
or 
apply in 
pence, 
Mon -Sun
 7-7. 
409-286-5880.
 
555  D NIatien 
Aye. 
Between  
San Cabs
 ad 
Panama.
 
bard re 
Cat and 
Rely  Sloe. St.
 
VALET PARKERS  P/T, nights & 
weekends  
for  
private
 
parties
 in 
Los 
Gatos/Saratoga  area. Must 
have 
min.  1 
year
 customer service 
experience, 
and  desire to serve 
people. Polite, well groomed, 
and 
professional
 
attitude 
only. 
19 
yrs+.  $5.75/hr. + tips. 
Call Mike, 
800-825-3871. 
SECURITY 
FIT
 & 
P/T   
Will  Train 
Day. Swing & Grave Shifts 
Permanent & Short Term jobs 
ABCOM Private Security 
408-247.4827. 
FLEXIBLE 
SCHEDULES  
Seeking
 teachers and subs for 
our school age day care program. 
We can work 
around  your school 
schedule. Early morning or after 
noon positions available. F/T 
employment
 available during 
summer
 break. This is a great job 
to gain experience. 
Units  
in 
ECE,
 
Rec,  
Psych, Sec, or Ed required. 
CALL: 408-379-3200 x21. 
LARGE FINANCIAL
 SERVICES 
Company
 looking for FULL/PART 
time help. Job would include word 
processing,
 filing, typing, good 
people skills, 
customer  contact 
and lasts of other var:ous tasks. 
Lots of potential fur 
growth.  
Please
 send resume to (408)
 
4520210.  
Attn.  Lisa Cusella. 
NANNY 
-seeldng part-time  nanny 
n Los
 Gatos for 
toddler
 bey who has 
some communication 
disabilities. 
Child  is happy & lovable. Applicant 
MUST HAVE CAR
 and AT LEAST 4 
EXCELLENT 
REFERENCES.
 Salary 
negotiable. Mrs. Malish 356-5151. 
WANT TO HAVE SOME 
FUN?
 
Feet
 First is looking for
 fun loving 
people
 to DJ/Dance at parties. 
Will train. For info call Henry 
between 8am & Etem. 
261-0657.  
YOU NEED A JOB 
WITH
 A 
FUITMEI 
We will train you for a 
full-time  
position 
with  our 
nation-wide
 firrn. 
We 
otter: 
 Weekly Pay Incentives 
'Monthly Bonuses 
Competitive
 Wages 
Group -rate Health Care 
Complete Management Training 
You must be career minded.
 
(That's All) 
Call 
408-345-3936.  
$12/HOUR 
Weekends & Evenings
 
Canvassing. Telemarketing 
Start Saturday
 
408-253-8818. 
$ 9ARN EXTRA CASH $ 
up to $120/week! 
Become a Sperm 
Donor. 
Healthy males, 19-34 years old. 
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty 
Contact
 California 
Cryobank
 
415 324 1900, M -F, 8-5pm. 
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS  
Earn $6/hr plus
 $10/hr in tips. 
Delver from best Sl restaurants. 
Flexible hours. Great for Students! 
Need own car. 
Call Dine IN 91998-3463 now. 
TEACHOIS/AJDES/Camp Laadws 
Elem sch. age
 recreation progran,
 
P/T 
from
 26 pm MF thing te sth. 
F/T during 
summer  camp program. 
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los 
GatosSara. 
Recreation.
 Call Janet 
at 354-8700x23. 
(Not
 avail. 
ethool 
yea?cau  for surnnvy
 am** 
ife guards & camp leaders). 
 
*IMMEDIATE  OPENINGS 
 
Receptionist.  Office Clerk 
 Sales, Customer Support 
 
Technician.
 Testing Optr. 
 Warehouse 
Clerk 
Cal 400/9428866  or 
Fax to 408/9428260 
Electronix Staffing Services,E0E 
1778 Clear Lake Ave Milpitas 
Hwy 680 exit Landess
 Ave turn 
left at Clear Lake 
Ave.
 
$1500 WEEKLY 
POTENTIAL
 
mailing our circulars. Begin
 now. 
For info 
call 301.429-1326. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 
Students needed 
litre
 immediate 
atia. Full-time/part-time openings. 
Call today 1-415-968-9933. 
International Bartenders 
School. 
LEADING 
WIRELESS  COMPANY 
seeking
 customer service repre-
sentatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary 
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H. 
@ 408441-8600.  
CANVASS - DOOR TO DOOR set 
appointments for home improve-
ment
 co. P/T 
eve/wknds;
 flex hrs. 
57.50+ 
bonus; will train. 629-2100. 
 "  POSTAL JOBS   
 
Unto $1529fir
 itiUS Wefts 
415-339-8377
   24 hrs. 
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED 
for egg donation. Desperate ASer 
couples need your help to conceive. 
Can you help? Ages 
21-29.  
non-smoker, healthy & respensibie. 
$3,000 stipend and wenses
 paid. 
Other etthreties also needed. Please 
call WWFC 1-510820-9495. 
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We 
sell
 discount subcriptions to Bay 
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. 
Flexible hrs,
 
Gam-9pm. Downtown 
near Ightrail  4 blocks
 from SJSU. 
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media 
Promotions  494-0200. 
CRIME& IMO TOP EiMLOWAENT 
Discover how to work in exotic 
locations, meet 
fun 
people,
 while 
earring up to $2,000/mo. in these 
exciting industries. Cruise 
Infor-
mation Services: 206-971-3554 
ext.C60411.  
MANAGER TRAINEES 
No experience
 necessary. Will 
Train!
 Managers
 cam
 84000/mo 
base+com. Corp seeks energetic 
people
 for management. Start 
now. 5785197. 
OPPORTUNITIES  
NEED MONEY for Schad or May? 
Amazing new manual 
shows you 
how to make lots of it) Send for 
FREE info today! Redwood Ent. 
12795 
Lompico  Rd. Felton, CA 
95018.
 Attn. Dept. 101. 
INTERNATIONAL 
COMPANY  
We need 
people  who speak: 
English, Spanish, Korean. 
Russian. 
Japanese,
 Chinese and 
any other languages to help 
expand our 
business
 locally. 
Nationally & 
Internationally.
 
$500-$1500 
pt. 5200055000 ft. 
800-400-2018.  
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
STUDENT 
DENTAL
 PLAN? 
Only
 
$57.00  per year. 
Save 
3096- 60% 
on 
your  dental needs. 
For 
info
 call 1.800-6553225. 
COMPUTERS
 ETC. 
REFURBISHED
 MACS 
BEST PRICES!! 
Classroom Computer
 Co. 
3549 Haven Ave.
 OH 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
Ph: (800)800-5115 
FAX:
 (415) 306-1120 
STUDENT 
SPECIALS  
Mac SE & Classic 
MAC Ilsi, ci. 
ex 
POWER  MACS 
5200, 6214, 
6100  
MAC LC580 
Inkjet & Laser Printers 
Dot Matrix Printers 
SHARED HOUSING 
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE 
'Fun & friendly environment 
5 
minute walk to cammis 
' Spacious
 
furnished 
rooms 
*Well-equipped student kitchen 
*Computer 
& study rooms 
' Laundry
 
rom 
 Parking 
 For American & International 
Students 
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a 
tour. 360 So. 11th St. (Between
 
San Carlos & San Salvador) 
FOR RENT 
WE ARE LOOKING FOR ROOMS 
to sublet 
to students 
interning
 in 
Silicon Valley for this Summer. 
Call Darrel 
Stern (408)748-5117. 
2 MIRK APARTMENT  $900/MO. 
 Security
 type building
 
 
Secure 
Parking  
 Close In 
 Modem Building
 
 Laundry 
Room
 
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. 
(408) 
295-6893.  
TUTORING 
BIUNGIJAL
 TUTORIAL CENTER 
Math:
 Agebra  Geometry 
Statistics Trig 
Calculus 
Physics: Mechanics - Electric
 
Chemistry: 
Organic- Inorganic 
English: Speak Read Write 
Spanish: Hablar 
Leer-
 Escribir 
Call: Mike 4082987576  
Email: mvera18288@aol.com 
ENGLISH 
TUTOR  
Speaking, 
Reading and Writing 
Credentialed H.S. 
Teacher. 
Call (408) 978-8034. 
SPORTS/THRILLS 
100% PURE ADRENALINE? 
There is nothing  compared to 
the exhilaration experienced by 
skydiving! Tandem.
 Accelerated 
Freefall, Turbine 
Aircraft.  
SJSU 
student  owned 
& 
operated,
 
BAY AREA SKYDIVING 
1-510-634-7575.
 
HEALTH  St 
BEAUTY 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
 
Unwanted hair removed forever. 
Specialist. 
1eonfidential.  
Your
 own 
probe or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood 
Ave.
 San Jose. 
247-7488. 
GET READY FOR SUMMER NOVA 
Lose 6 inches 4 
in 1 hr. by getting 
a body wrap. NOT a 'water wrap' 
or 'dehydration' 
process.  *IT IS a 
special mineral solution of food 
grade
 minerals & distilled water. 
It firms body tissue & tightens 
skin especially after weight loss. 
You determine 
where  inches 
come off 
hips, thghs, abdomen etc. 
For info or appt: 408-9497826. 
MEN & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL 
Stop shaving, waxing, 
tweezing  
or using chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove your 
unwanted
 hair. 
Back Chest 
Lip  Bikini 
Chin
 - 
Tummy etc. 
Students
 & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt. 
1/2 
price  if made before 6/1/97. 
Haw Today Gone 
Tomorrow,  621 E. 
Campbell Ave. 
*17,  Campbell. 
(405) 
379-3500.  
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE 
Super Blue 
Green  Algae 
Reported Benefits 
include: 
*Improved Concentration 
Increased  Energy 
Weight  Control 
(408)737 2702 
PHONE:  
924-3277
 
Fix:
 
924-3282  
SERVICES 
PHOTOGRAPHER  FOR HIRE 
Have your affair shot 
candidly  
by a trained photojournalist!
 
Specializing
 in candid and 
sports action photos. You 
keep the 
negatives!  B&W
 
or 
color avail. Affordable 
hourly
 
and  day rates. Contact Steve 
at: (408) 279-4121. 
WRITING HELP. Fast professional 
editing, 
rewriting, ghostwriting. 
Essays, letters, 
application  
statements,
 proposals, reports. 
etc.
 For more info, please 
call
 
Dave Bolick at 5104014554. 
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Nlall 
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION 
Confidential 
Spiritual  Counseling 
Metaphysical. 
Astrological,
 
Meditation Classes. 
Gnostic 
Western Tradition. 
Call 
(408)  978-8034. 
WRITING 
ASSISTANCE most 
subjects. Why 
suffer and get poor 
grades when help is 
available?  
Harvard MA/UCB
 Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) can help you 
with research & writing. Fast, 
friendly, caring. confidential.
 
Convenient  Peninsula location.
 
Dissertation/
 thesis specialist. 
Samples & references
 available. 
Chinese & other languages 
spoken. Foreigners welcome! 
For 
Free tips, tools and ideas on 
how  to improve your 
writing,
 
visit our
 user-friendly Website 
at http://www.aci-plus.com 
Regular arnail: ectiOneterxecom 
Or write: Daniel, POB 4489, FC CA 
94404 
(ask for free color brochtse). 
LAUREL OFFICE
 SERVICES 
*Writing   Editing  Typing. 
 Spreadsheet & Database Design* 
Desktop
 
Publishing.  
Bookkeeping  PC Support 
Reasonable  
Rates 
448-8119. 
HOUSECLEANING- LOW RATES. 
Great Service. Honest, Reliable. 
Call for free quote 408-554-1171. 
PROFESSIONAL 
GUITARIST  now 
accepting students who wish to 
excel in playing guitar or bass. All 
levels welcome: 
Beginning,  
Intermediate  or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, 
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. 
Call Bill at 408298 6124. 
WANTED 
CASH
 PAID FOR YOUR OLD TOYS 
60'S  80'S.
 Hot Wheels, Slot 
Cars, Model 
Kits. etc. Call Mike 
408.374-0565. 
FUNDRAISING 
FAST 
FUNDRAISER   Raise 6500 
in 5days 
-Greeks,
 
Groups,
 Clubs. 
Motivated 
Individuals,  Fast, Easy. 
No Financial Obligation.
 
16004362-1982
 ext. 33. 
Certain  advertisements In 
these coltanns
 may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers 
or odd,   for 
dditIonal information.
 
Classified 
readers
 should be 
reminded that,
 when making 
these further contacts,
 they 
should require complete 
Information
 before sending 
money la goods
 or services. 
In 
addition,  readers 
should  
carehily 
investigate all fawns 
offering 
employment  listings 
orcoupon for 
discount 
wcations or 
merchandise.  
DAILY 
CLASSIFIED
 - 
LOCAL  RATES   
FORNATIONAL / 
AGENCY RATES
 CALL 
408-924-3277  
Print 
your
 ad here. Line 
is
 30 spaces, including
 letters, numbers,
 punctuation & 
spaces
 between words.
 
JUQUILIIJULIILILICILILLILIUUULIULILJULICLICIUDLI
 
Li1-1[-111111U-IILEJULIULILJULJUULILLILILILIUULLI[J-11
 
1-71F-JUULLILIUULILIULILLIUULILILILILLill[JULILIJ-11
 
1-1LEJULILLIUULJULAULIU[JILILILLIULEJULEJLILLI1J
 
Ad Rates 
3
-line  minimum 
One Two Three 
Day Days Days 
$5
 $7 
$9 
95
 
$e
 
$10 
Si 
$9 
511 
$e 
$10 
$12 
3 
Mee  
4 
lines  
5 lines
 
6 
brie.
 
$1 for 
each  
additional  
Ire
 
Four 
Days 
$11 
512 
$13 
614 
After
 
the fifth day, rate 
increases
 by $1 per day  
First line (25 spaces) set
 in bold for no extra 
charge
 
Up to 5 additional
 words available 
In bold for $3 each 
SEMESTER
 RATES 
3-9 
lines: $70 
 
10-14 lines
 $90 
15-191ines:
 $110 
Fee 
Days 
Name 
Arldnot
 
$13 
Ciy5SUC
 
$14 
$15 
$16 
Phone 
Send
 check
 or money order to: 
Spartan Deily 
Classifieds 
Seri  Jose State 
University 
SenJcee,
 CA 
95192-0149  
 
Classified  desk is located 
in
 Dwight
 Bentel Hall, Room 
209. 
 Deadline 10.00
 am
 
two weekdays before 
publication.  
II All ads are prepaid  
No
 refunds on cancelled ads. 
 
Rates for consecutive 
publications  dates only 
 QUESTIONS?
 CALL 
(408)924-3277
 
Please
 check 
./ 
one 
classification:
 
_Campus
 Oubie
 Rental 
Housing  
Greek 
Messages'
 _ 
Shared  
Housing'
 
Events'
 
_ Real Estate 
_Announcements'  _ 
Services'
 
Lost and 
Found" 
Health/Beauty
 
_Volunteers
 
Sports'Thells'
 
For 
Sale'
 
Insurance 
_Autos  
For Sale'
 
_Computers  
Etc 
_Wanted' 
_Employment
 
Opportunees 
Entertainment'  
Travel
 
Tutonog' 
Word  Processing 
Scholarships
 
 Special 
student  
rates 
available
 for these
 
classifications.  
WOO  
for a 
3 line ad for
 3 days. Ads 
must  
be
 placed in 
person 
in DBH209,
 
between
 10am and 2pm. Student ID 
required. 
**Lost
 & Found ads 
are  offered free, 
3 lines for 3 days,
 as a service to 
the campus 
community.  
CAMPUS CLUBS 
JOIN THE CELTIC
 HERITAGE CLUB 
of San Jose 
State.
 Celebrate Irish, 
Scottish & 
Welsh culture. 
All are 
Welcome To Join! 
Call Kelly 
at
 
408927-7925.  
SCHOLARSHIPS 
COLLEGE 
SCHOLARSHIPS
 NOW. 
Surf:  
www.scholarship4u.com
 
Call: 800MIBASE2. 
4086298941  
Email: 
sjsuescholarship4u.com
 
AUTO FOR 
SALE 
CSP CAR STEREO PLUS -2600797 
1410 El Camino Real Santa Clara 
StereoAlarmPagerInstallation 
WORD 
PROCESSING
 
SUZANNE'S Word Processing 
510-4890794 (Busis/Msg) 
Word Processing & 
Editing  
Both 
Academic/Bus.
 Work Accepted 
Reports  Theses  MLA/TURA/3 
 Expert In APA 
Format'
 
WP 
5.1/6.0
 - 
Laser  
Printer 
7 Days a Week 7:00am 9COpm 
RELIABLE FAST ACCURATE. 
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science
 & English papers/theses 
our specialty. 
Laser  printing. 
APA, Turabian and other
 formats. 
Resumes,  editing, 
graphics  
and other services available on 
either WordPerfect or Word. 
Masterson's Word 
Processing.
 
Call Paul or Virginia 408251-0449.  
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses, term papers,  group 
projects, resumes. All formats 
including APA. Fax available. 
Experienced, 
dependable,
 quick 
return. Almaden/Branham 
area. Call Linda 408264-4504. 
WORD
 
PROCESSING
 
Thesis, Resumes. Reports, etc. 
20+ Years
 Experience 
Medical/Legal  Transcription 
Services Available. 
Reasonable Rates 
CALL  (408) 272-1552. 
*AFFORDABLE 
AlrEXPERIDICED  
Graduate 
Studies.
 Thesis, Term 
Papers.
 Nursing, Group Projects, 
Reel-nes. Al Formats, Specializing 
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/ 
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yrs Exp. 
WP 5.1/HP Laser. 
PAM'S  
PROFF_SSONAL WORD PROCESSING.
 
247-2681, 
8aM8pm.
 
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?? 
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? 
Term 
papers, thesis, resumes, group 
projects.
 etc. Have a typewriter 
to 
complete  your applications 
for 
med/law school, 
etc.
 
Will transcribe 
your taped
 interviews or research
 
notes. Fax 
machine.  Notary Public. 
Call Anna at 972-4992.
 
TRAVEL 
EUROPE $269. 
Within USA 5794129. 
Caribbean  $249.
 
r/t 
Mexico $209. r/t 
Cheap Fares 
Worldwide!!!  
http://www.airhItch.org
 
AI RHITCHO 
1-418834-9192 
TICKET 
SALEM  
LOWEST SPRING/SUMMER
 1997 
FARES...BOOK
 NOW 
Discount Tickets 
Europe
  Asia Latin America 
CHEAP
 LONDON/PARIS 
FARES...SUMMER
 1997 
Telephone Service Everyday 
The Student Travel Specialists 
TRAVELQWIK 
888-591-9800
 
Free International Student I.D. 
with purchase of 
ticket.
 
INSURANCE
 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 
20
 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
"Good Student" 
"Famiiy Mult6car" 
CALL TODAY 296-5270 
FREE QUOTE 
NO HASSLE 
NO OBLIGATION
 
Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
 
DailyRoSSWORD
 
CROSSWORD
 
ACROSS 
1 Arab trading 
vessels
 
*K.
 ;yei 
 
" 
 
PREVIOUS
 PUZZLE SOLVED 
6 Large 
sandwiches 
10 Popular seafood 
14 Roste's 
pin? 
15 
Request  
16 Throw hard 
17 Good-bye, 
LIMMOD 
MUMMA 
01210111121 
1X1131131;30CEIMIII 
1113INCIEICI 
M13120 MOM 
IMMO MUMG1 
R101.11401BICINI1U1 
1221111§3RiCil 
IgElIZIO IAMB 
111111315111111101:1 
Pierre 
18 Java's locale 
20 Tie the 
knot  
21 Feathered
 
talkers 
23 Discourage 
24 
Fencers  
weapon
 
25 
Bother  
26 
Orchard  fruits 
29 British chap 
31 Wiped with 
a 
cloth 
32 Muddy the 
waters 
33 Ungentlemanly
 
one 
36 Metal 
37 Moody 
38 Mighty 
predator 
40 
Fetch 
41 Doing nothing 
42 Lone Rangers 
sidekick 
43 Demolishes 
45 Some hills 
46 
Prospector's
 
aid 
49 Nudge 
50 
Sure 
thing  
51 Laundry 
units 
53 Alias 
56 Using 
coupons  
58 Walked with a 
swinging  gait 
60 Chills 
and fever 
et Writer - Stan- 
ley Gardner 
62 
Loosened 
63 Lemon's skin 
MMHG! 
MOM 
MOWEI 
1111EIMME11110 
121E101212 
LIIIMIUIZICIFIC30 
UMW] 
OMOM 
64 Methods
 
65 Ceases 
DOWN 
1 Sketch 
2 Stash 
3 Roman 
4 
Tiny  
5 Campaigned
 
6 Back 
7 Arm 
8 Four-posters 
e.g 
9 
- 
10 Cotton 
11 Corrodes 
12 Historian 
Durant  
13 Loud 
music 
19 
Sask.'s  
neighbor 
22 
Positive 
24 River 
25 Sacred 
26 
Woodwork'
 
MOHO DEMO 
IMMO 10113121 
MIMMEIN MOO 
IMICIRMID 
1;11211M1 6112110 
IMIWIE1111101211B 
Iii11011;101fil 
MMOM BROM 
MOMO OMEIMO 
io 
la%
 Unitild Foal.ro 
Synd,.-fie  
tool 
27 Goody-goody 
28 Evergreen tree 
29 Cotton pods 
30 Similar 
away 
32 Bad-mannered
 
poet 34 "He - 
heavy " 
35 - on: indulge 
of a book
 37 Magnitude 
bone 39 Negative 
votes 
42 Scuffles 
44
 Pain 
Paulo.  Brazil 45 Type
 of vase 
gauze 
46 Fragment 
47
 Feudal lord 
48 
Excessive 
49 
Beeps 
blast of 51 Italian money 
unit
 
52 Exclusively
 
53 Lhasa - 
answer 54 Retain 
shocker 
55 Tacks on 
57 Ki ten's cry 
te) 
59 Cereal 
grain  
mamas 
11 
111111dE 
11 
11111111 
11 
11 
11 11 
11 
MI 
111 
ii 
111 
Mild 
nil  
11 
11UU 
MEd  
II 
11 11 
11 
ii i 
iii 
iii 
il 
mai 
ill 
in 
11111UUU
 
d 
111 
111 
d
 
iMil  
11 
il 
II 
11UU
 d 
ei 
8 
San 
Monday, 
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1997 
Jose State 
University  
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 DAILY
 
Separtist
 
group  
takes couple  
hostage
 
FORT
 
DAVIS,
 Texas 
(AP)   
Armed  
militant 
separatists  
who  
believe
 TOM 
should  
be its 
own. 
country  
took
 two 
neighbors
 
hostage
 
Sunday,
 and 
dozens  of 
police 
moved  
into the
 remote 
area of 
West 
Texas.
 
Richaed  
McLaren,  
the 
self-styled
 
"ambas-
sador" 
of
 the 
Republic  
of
 Texas, 
told San 
Antonio  
radio  
station
 WOAI
 that 
the
 
group 
would 
end its 
standoff  at 
the
 couple's
 home in 
exchange
 for the 
release
 of two 
Republic 
mem-
bers
 under 
arrest  and 
another  key 
concession.
 
"We 
want them
 to ... 
agree  to a 
referen-
dum to 
allow  Texans
 to vote on 
the indepen-
dence  
issue,"
 McLaren
 said from
 his 
group's
 
headquarters  
in the 
Davis  
Mountains,  75 
miles
 north of 
the Mexico 
border. 
The 
separatists
 stormed
 the 
home
 of Joe 
Rowe and
 his
 wife, MA. 
Rowe,  
firing  
shots at 
about 
noon,  
authorities
 said. 
Rowe
 was injured
 
by 
broilers 
shards
 of glass
 in the 
gunfire,  but 
"declined"
 to 
be
 exchanged 
for a 
volunteer
 fire-
fighter 
who  otlered to replace hint,
 a man iden-
tifying himself as 
White Eagle, a chief aide to 
McLaren. told WOAL 
Reporters
 were being kept at the
 entrance of 
the development, away from 
both
 homes, and 
police refused to 
give details about the 
standoff 
Telephone calls Sunday 
night to the McLaren 
and Rowe homes were 
answered by a message 
saying the
 lines had been 
disconnected.  
Residents had been 
complaining for 
months about 
McLaren,  a wild -haired,
 lanky 
rancher who would allegedly 
file property 
liens against his 
neighbors
 and threaten 
them 
with machine guns. He
 had been avoiding 
an 
arrest warrant since
 last December. 
Last
 month, McLaren, 
43, threatened to 
fight 
back  against the 
government  and com-
pared his situation to fatal
 standoffs at Waco, 
Texas and Ruby 
Ridge,  Idaho. 
"These boys are asking 
for a total military 
assault." McLaren said
 in an interview with 
'ale Associated Press. 
"Our  defense forces will 
fire because we would consider it an invasion." 
The Republic of Texas
 contends that the 
annexation of Texas as a state in 1845 was ille-
gal, that Texas should trmain an independent
 
nation, and that the group's leaders constitute 
the legitimate government of the independent 
nation of Texas. Texas was an independent 
republic from 1836
 to 1845. 
A man who answered the phone at the 
Rowe home identified himself as Lt. Keys of 
the Republic of Texas
 Militia and referred 
calls to McLaren.  
"I can't conduct a military
 operation and 
answer your questions at the 
same time," he said. 
The 
Republic
 has had a long -running  
feud 
with
 the Rowes, who 
lead
 an area homeown-
ers' association and whom 
McLaren  has called 
"federal 
moles."  
"I don't feel free to go down
 the road any-
more
 without bring 
watched,"
 Mrs. Rowe 
told CNN 
several
 weeks ago. 
Residents said authorities had not responded 
to their pleas to do 
something  about McLaren. 
"We've
 
been telling people and telling peo-
ple and telling people this was going to hap-
pen." said Michelle 
Behrendt, who also lives 
in the area. "They sat on their 
thumbs  and did 
nothing." 
Mclaren said 
his  group took the Rowcs 
hostage 
after  authorities arrested a group 
member. 
Robert
 Jonathan Scheidt, 43, 
was in the 
county jail Sunday after bring
 arrested when 
police found two assault rifles in his 
van.
 He 
had a card identifying himself as a 
Republic 
"captain of the embassy guard,"
 authorities said. 
McLaren said he was also angered
 by the 
arrest
 last Tuesday of group 
member
 Jo Ann 
Canady Turner on two 
contempt
 charges.
 
"When they arrested her, they enacted a 
declaration of war," McLaren said. 
On 
Tuesday, the group 
released a state-
ment saying
 it had issued warrants
 for "foreign 
agents" responsible for 
Turner's  arrest, includ-
ing Texas 
Attorney  General Dan Morales,
 
the 
unlawful state legislature,
 all United States fed-
eral judges and 
all
 IRS
 agents on Texas 
soil."
 
McLaren  told W0A1 on 
Sunday  that his 
followers 
were dispersing around the
 state to 
serve "arrest and 
deportation  orders" against 
those 
officials. 
"The
 Davis Mountains are under the con-
trol of the Republic of 
Texas,"  McLaren said. 
The group has recently split into 
several
 
factions. Last month, one 
faction 
"impeached" McLaren. And a message 
Sunday  on a World Wide Web site attributed 
to the Republic of Texas read: 
"It appears that Richard McLaren and 
those 
acting with him have gone completely 
off the deep end, disregarding the very laws he 
claims to uphold." 
Gas
 
cost
 
Destructive 
program
 
promises
 free AOL 
falls
 
by
 
half
-cent
 
LOS
 
ANGELES  
(AP)
  
Gas  
prices  
dropped  
more 
than a 
hafficent
 
a 
gallon  
at
 the 
pump  
despite  
the 
pres-
sure
 of the
 
approaching
 
summer
 
dri-
ving 
season,  
an
 analyst
 said 
Sunday.
 
The  
average  
price 
of 
gasoline,  
including
 all 
grades 
and 
taxes,  
was  
about 
$1.26 
per 
gallon  
on
 Friday,
 
down  
from
 April
 11, 
according  
to the 
Lundberg  
Survey 
of 10,000
 
stations  
nationwide.
 
"Overall  
gasoline  
prices are
 weak-
ening
 due to 
weaker 
crude 
oil  
prices,"
 
said 
Trilby  
Lundberg.
 
California,  
where 
prices  had 
been 
high,
 finally 
joined  the 
nationwide  
dip, but 
prices 
rose
 slightly
 in the 
Midwest,
 she said. 
Overall,  gas 
prices 
have
 fallen 
more
 than 3 
1/2 cents 
per gallon 
so 
far this 
year and 
the  current 
average is 
9.32 cents
 below 
the average
 for the 
same 
period  last 
year,  she 
said.  
The
 switch to 
higher -cost 
summer 
gasoline  and 
the  increased 
summer 
demand
 for 
gasoline
 may 
not mean 
large price 
hikes arc 
in store, 
Lundberg  said. 
"It
 may not he a 
real
 sea -change" 
because crude 
oil costs have
 greater 
impact on 
retail prices, she
 said. 
At
 self -serve 
stations,  the 
average
 
prices were 
$1.2194 for
 regular 
unleaded,
 $1.3201 
for mid -grade
 and 
V A018
 for premium. 
Prices 
at full -serve
 stations 
were 
$1.5753
 per 
gallon 
for 
regular
 
unleaded,
 $1.6593 
for mid -grade
 and 
$1.7278
 for 
premium.
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By Neel Gandhi 
The Yale Doily News (Yale U.( 
(U -WIRE) NEW HAVEN, Conn.  
Nicholas
 Ryan '97 had no idea what he 
was 
tan
 ing.
 
First Ryan circulated 
his
 AOL4FREE
 pro-
gram via the Internet. 
'flits
 spurred some cyber-
space pranksters to initiate a virus hoax which 
sent
 messages warning of an "AOL4FREE 
virus." Although these e -mails
 were a hoax. 
malevolent Net denizens made that hoax a real-
ity; they 
soon
 created a program  termed 
a 
trojan horse  
that can destroy data. They 
called this program AOL4FREE to trick
 people 
into thinking it was Ryan's
 original program. 
If executed, the program can delete all the 
files from a 
PC's  hard drive. 
"Basically it just deletes the [root] directory 
and everything in it," Computing Assistant Josh 
Davis said. 
Ryan's version of AOL4FREE allowed users 
to steal free on-line time
 from America Online, 
the interactive 
on-line
 service that provides 
access to the Internet. 
Federal investigators 
caught Ryan and prosecuted
 him for fraud. 
Rut, titer America Online
 disabled Ryan's  
program, a bogus e-mail warning surfaced 
regarding A01.4FREE.
 Users forwarded that 
message around the Internet. 
The warning told recipients to 
beware of e-
mail with 
AOIAFREE  in the subject tag  stat-
ing that simply 
reading
 the message could destroy 
the information on the reader's computer. 
"I got that c
-mail,"  Jennifer Dong said. "I 
figured it was like that 'Good Times' thing and 
I just disregarded
 it. I wasn't really worried." 
Although the first messages were a hoax, 
malicious programmers bent on mayhem creat-
ed a program 
that lived up to the threat  it 
destroyed computer files when a person ran it. 
A trojan
 horse is a program disguised to look 
like a real 
program,  but actually destroys comput-
er data. Unlike a virus, it does not multiply or 
move from disk
 to disk or computer to computer. 
The name 
"trojan
 horse" refers to an ancient 
Greek 
legend. During the Greek siege of the city 
of Troy, city dwellers discovered a giant wood-
en horse outside their walls. Flattered, they 
brought the horse int() Troy,
 only to find the 
Greek army hidden
 inside the wooden horse. 
'Fhc program 
works in similar fashion. 
"Free time on America Online 
is nominally 
at t  tact ive," 
Academic  Computer Services 
Director Philip
 Long said. "You think you're 
about to cheat America
 Online and in fact what 
it does is 
rip  through your hard drive." 
The weakness of a trojan 
horse  program lies in 
the 
fact  that it must be executed to 
do any damage. 
U.S. Department of Energy's Computer 
Incident Advisory Capability, 
which  monitors 
the Internet, states that 
computer
 users cannot 
activate a virus 
simply by reading e-mail, 
as the 
original  AOL4FREE 
messages  claimed. 
E-mail programs only display 
the message to 
be readthey
 cannot damage a 
computer.  The 
trojan horse, however, is attached to the 
e-mail
 
as a downloadable program. Ifs user runs that 
program, it can destroy data. 
A trojan horse program 
can be present in any 
executable program a 
computer  user downloads 
from the Internet or receives via e-mail. 
"There's all this great 
[software]
 out there," 
Long said. "You've got to 
be careful if you just 
grab it 
and  you don't know where it 
came
 from." 
ACS provides several 
servers  where Yale stu-
dents can 
download
 programs that 
Yale  has 
already scanned for viruses. 
The 
AOL4FREE trojan horse is 
designed  to 
trick people into thinking that it 
is Ryan's orig-
inal program
 and that  if they 
run it they can 
get free access to 
AOL. 
The best way to protect a 
computer  from a 
destructive programs such 
as AOL4FREE is 
buying a 
virus -scanning program, 
computer  
experts said  although this 
method  is far from 
foolproof. 
Mentors
 Make
 A 
Difference
 
Carmen FerInazo, shown
 
hem  eat
 her 
mentor,
 Jim Stull, says, "Without him I 
Would have been 
lost. 
He wirea 
me' 
help from
 the 
beginning. He's very open-
minded. You 
can  
talk
 
about  OM Ing 
with him." 
We
 all know that 
service
 to the 
community
 is an important
 part of a fitculty 
member's  contribution
 to the profession.
 
Al
 the 
same time, one of 
our  highest priorities 
is the retention and 
graduation of our 
students, while 
providing  them 
with  a friendly campus 
that both appreciates 
and values their presence
 and contributions. 
The Faculty Mentor 
Program
 is an excellent way 
for faculty and staff 
to get involved in the 
me -on -one mentoring
 of students who 
will
 
benefit 
tremendously  from 
this personal 
attention
 and guidance. 
I want to thank
 all of our colleagues
 who have been 
participating in the 
Faculty Mentor 
Program  for their 
valuable
 
contributions
 to our students
 and this campus.
 They all are 
helping  to make San  
Jose State University
 the best it can 
he. 
In 
appreciation.  
RI
 )heri
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Itt 
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Olephen 
Gulden, who 
meek  with his mentor,  
Susan  
Meyers 
tWO 
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would ha 
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